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Study of Mouldboard Plough 



 A mould board plough is designed to cut, loosen and invert a furrow slice 

(narrow strop of soil) which buries crop residue, aerates the soil, helps to 

control crop pests, incorporate crop fertilizers and provide a good 

seedbed for better germination. 

 It is provided with a three point hitch system on main frame to attach the 

plough with tractor. 

 Heavy draft requirement. 

 Operated at 4.83-6.44 km/h. 

 After mould board ploughing, secondary tillage implements are used to 

prepare the field for sowing planting of crop. 

 











Components of a mould board plough  







Parts of share 



Fig. Share of Mouldboard Plough 



Type of Share: 
 

Based on the type of design, there are four type of share as listed below: 





Types of Mouldboard 





ADJUSTMENT OF MOULDBOARD PLOUGH 

a) Vertical suction (Vertical clearance) 

It is the maximum clearance under the land side and the horizontal surface 

when the plough is resting on a horizontal surface in the working position. 

It is also defined as the vertical distance from the ground, measured at the 

joining point of share and land side. It helps the plough to penetrate into 

the soil to a proper depth. This clearance varies according to the size of the 

plough. 

b) Horizontal suction (Horizontal clearance) 

It is the maximum clearance between the land side and the furrow wall. 

This suction helps the plough to cut the proper width of furrow slice. This 

clearance also varies according to the size of the plough. It is also known 

as side clearance. 

c) Throat clearance 

It is the perpendicular distance between share point and lower position of 

the beam of the plough . 
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DISC PLOUGH AND DISC HARROW



Tillage
It is a mechanical manipulation of soil to provide favorable condition for 
crop production. Soil tillage consists of breaking the compact surface of 
earth to a certain depth and to loosen the soil mass, so as to enable
the roots of the crops to penetrate and spread into the soil.

Objectives of Tillage
❖  To obtain deep seed bed, suitable for different type of crops.
❖  To add more humus and fertility to soil by covering the vegetation.
❖  To destroy and prevent weeds.
❖  To aerate the soil for proper growth of crops.
❖  To increase water-absorbing capacity of the soil.
❖  To destroy the insects, pests and their breeding places and
❖  To reduce the soil erosion.



Classification of Tillage
Primary tillage
It constitutes the initial major soil working operation. It is normally 
designed to reduce soil strength, cover plant materials and rearrange 
aggregates. The operations performed to open up any cultivable land with a 
view to prepare a seed bed for growing crops is known as primary tillage. 
Animal drawn implements mostly include indigenous plough and 
mould-board plough. Tractor drawn implements include mould-board 
plough, disc plough, subsoil plough, chisel plough and other similar 
implements.
Secondary tillage
Tillage operations following primary tillage those are performed to create 
proper soil tilth for seeding and planting are secondary tillage. These are 
lighter and finer operations, performed on the soil after primary
tillage operations. Secondary tillage consists of conditioning the soil to meet 
the different tillage objectives of the farm. The implements include different 
types of harrow, cultivators, levellers, clod crushers etc.



Disc Plough
It is a plough, which cuts, turns and in some cases breaks furrow slices by 
means of separately mounted large steel discs. A disc plough is designed 
with a view of reduce friction by making a rolling plough bottom instead of 
sliding plough bottom. A disc plough works well in the conditions where 
mould board plough does not work satisfactorily.
Disc ploughs are of two types 
(i) Standard disc plough and 
(ii) (ii) Vertical disc plough.



(i) Standard disc plough
• It consists of steel disc of 60 to 90 cm diameter, set at a certain angle to 

the direction of travel. 
• Each disc revolves on a stub axle in a thrust bearing, carried at the lower 

end of a strong stand which is bolted to the plough beam. 
• The angle of the disc to the vertical and to the furrow wall is adjustable. 
• In action, the disc cuts the soil, breaks it and pushes it sideways. There is 

little inversion of furrow slice as well as little burying of weeds and 
trashes.

• The disc plough may be mounted type or trailed type. In mounted disc 
plough, the side thrust is taken by the wheels of the tractor. 

• Disc is made of heat treated steel of 5 mm to 10 mm thickness. The 
amount of concavity varies with the diameter of the disc. The 
approximate values being 8 cm for 60 cm diameter disc and 16 cm for 95 
cm diameter.



Fig. Standard disc plough





Disc - It is a circular, concave revolving steel plate used for cutting and 
inverting the soil.
Disc angle - It is the angle at which the plane of the cutting edge of the disc 
is inclined to the direction of travel. Usually the disc angle of good plough 
varies between 42° to 45°.
Tilt angle - It is the angle at which the plane of the cutting edge of the disc 
is inclined to a vertical line. The tilt angle varies from 15° to 25° for a good 
plough.
Scraper - It is a device to remove soil that tend to stick to the working 
surface of a disc.
Concavity - It is the depth measured at the centre of the disc by placing its 
concave side on a flat surface.
(ii) Vertical Disc Plough
It is the plough which combines the principle of regular disc plough and disc 
harrow and is used for shallow
working in the soil.



Disc harrow
It is a harrow, which performs the harrowing operation by means of a set, 
or a number of sets of rotating slat discs, each set being mounted on a 
common shaft. 
Disc harrow is found very suitable for hard ground, full of stalks and 
grasses. 
It cuts the lumps of soil, clods and roots. Disc are mounted on one, two or 
more axles which may be set at a variable angle to the line of motion. As 
the harrow is pulled ahead, the discs rotate on the ground. 
Depending upon the disc arrangements, disc harrows are divided into two 
classes 
a) Single action 
b) Double action.



Single action disc harrow
It is a harrow with two gangs placed end to end, which throw the soil in 
opposite directions. 
The discs are arranged in such a way that right side gang throws the soil 
towards right, and left side gang throws the soil towards left.



Double action disc harrow
A disc harrow consisting of two or more gangs, in which a set of one or two 
gangs follow behind the set of the other one or two, arranged in such a way 
that the front and back gangs throw the soil in opposite directions. Thus the 
entire field is worked twice in each trip.

It may be of two types a) Tandem and b) Off-set.
a) Tandem disc harrow - It is a disc harrow comprising of four gangs in 
which each gang can be angled in opposite direction.
b) Off-set disc harrow- It is a disc harrow with two gangs in tandem, 
capable of being offset to either side of the centre line of pull. Two gangs 
are fitted one behind the other. the soil is thrown in both directions because 
discs of both gangs face in opposite directions.



Fig. Tandem disc harrow Fig. Offset disc harrow



A disc harrow mainly consists of disc, gang, gang bolt, gang central lever, 
spool or arbor bolt or spacer, bearings, transport wheels, scraper and weight 
box.
i. Disc: It is a circular concave revolving steel plate used for cutting a 
inverting the soil. Disc is made of high glass heat-treated hardened steel. 
Tractor drawn disc harrows have concave discs of size varying from 35-70 
cm diameter. Concavity of the disc affects penetration and pulverization of 
soil. Usually two types of disc are used in disc harrows, plain disc and cut 
away disc.
ii. Gang: Each set of discs that are mounted on a common shaft is called 
the gang.
iii. Gang bolt or arbor bolt: It is a long heavy of square headed bolt from 
the other end, a set of discs are mounted on the gang bolt. The spacing 
between the discs on the gang bolt ranges from 15 to 25 cm for light duty 
and 25 to 30 cm for heavy-duty harrows.



iv. Gang control lever: A lever, which operates the gang mechanisms 
of the disc harrow, is called the gang control lever.

v. Spool or spacer: The flanked tube, mounted on the gang bolt 
between every two discs to prevent the lateral movement of the disc on 
the shaft is called the “spool’ or `spacer’.

vi. Bearing: Bearing is essential to counter act the end thrust of the 
gang due to soil thrust. The harrow bearings are subjected to heavy 
radial and thrust roods chilled cast iron bearings are used to heavy radial 
and thrust loads and they are also used due to their durability.

vii. Transport wheel: In trailing type disc harrow, the transport wheels 
are provided for transport work on roads and for preventing the edges of 
the discs from damage. Mounted type disc harrows do not require 
wheels for transport work.



viii. Scraper: It prevents disc from clogging. It removes the soil that may 
stick to the concave side of the disc.
ix. Weight box: A box like frame is provided on the main frame of the 
harrow for putting additional weight on the implement. Additional weight 
helps in increasing the penetration of the disc in the soil.

A sharp edged disc has more effective penetration compared to blunt 
edged disc. It is observed that penetration is better in low speed than in 
high speed. The following are a few adjustments for obtaining higher 
penetration

1) By increasing the disc angle
2) By adding additional weight in harrow
3) By lowering the hitch point
4) By using the sharp edged discs of small diameter and losses concavity
5) By regulating the optimum speed.
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STUDY OF SEED CUM FERTILIZER 
DRILLS – ITS 

COMPONENTS AND FUNCTIONS



Sowing is an art of placing seeds in the soil to have good germination in 
the field. A perfect sowing gives
a. Correct amount of seed per unit area.
b. Correct depth of sowing
c. Correct spacing between row-to-row and plant to plant.
d. Correct seed rate

Functions of a seed drill:
Seed drill performs the following functions
i) To carry the seeds.
ii) To open furrows at uniform depths
iii) To meter the seeds
iv) To deposite the seeds in furrows in an acceptable pattern
v) To cover the seeds and compact the soil around the seed.



SEED CUM FERTILIZER DRILL
Seed drills fitted with fertilizer dropping attachments are called 
seed-cum-fertilizer drills, They deliver both the seeds and fertilizers 
simultaneously in an acceptable pattern. Seed cum fertilizer drill has a 
large seed box which is divided lengthwise into two compartments, one 
for seed and another for fertilizers distribution.

Functions of a seed cum fertilizer drill :
1. To carry the seeds and fertilizer in separate compartments.
2. To open furrows at uniform depths
3. To meter the seeds and fertilizers
4. To deposit the seed and fertilizer in the furrows in an acceptable 

pattern
5. To cover the seed and fertilizer and compact the soil around the seed.





COMPONENTS OF A SEED DRILL

Frame
The frame is usually made of mild steel angle section and flats . It is strong 
enough to withstand all types of loads in working condition. All other 
parts of a seed drill are fitted to the frame

Seed box
It is a box like structure made up of either mild steel or galvanized iron 
and provided with a lid. In some designs a small agitator is provided at the 
bottom of the box which agitates the seeds while the drill in operation 
and prevents clogging of seeds. Seed metering mechanism is placed at the 
bottom of the box.



Seed metering mechanism
The mechanism which picks up seeds from the seed box and delivers 
them in to the seed tube is called seed metering mechanism. Seed 
metering mechanism may be of several types: (a) Fluted feed type (b) 
Internal double run type (c) Cup feed type (d) Cell feed type (e) Brush feed 
type (f) Auger feed type (g) Picker wheel type and (h) Star wheel type. 
Usually seed metering mechanism is provided at the bottom of the box.
Drive transmission system
The drive transmission mechanism consists of a wheel, sprocket-chain 
assembly
and a driven shaft thatcarry the seed picking discs. When the seed drill 
moves in the field, the drive wheel rotates due to its contact with soil and 
the sprocket wheel also rotates. The chain connecting the drive wheel 
sprocket and driven wheel sprocket rotates the shaft carrying the seed 
metering discs.



Furrow openers
These are the parts which open up furrows in the soil for placing the 
seeds. Different types of furrow openers in use namely 1. Hoe type 2. Shoe 
type 3. Stub runner type 4. Full or curved runner type 5. Single disc type 5. 
Double disc type etc. In cultivator type seed drills the tines work as furrow 
openers.
Covering device or furrow closer
It is a device which closes the furrow with soil after the seed has been 
dropped in it. Covering the seeds is usually done by chains, bars, packers, 
rollers or press wheels, designed in various shapes and .sizes
Transport wheel
There are two wheels fitted on an axle for transporting the drill on roads. 
Iron wheels are used as transport wheels . Some manufacturers use 
pneumatic wheels. One of the transport wheels is fitted with a suitable 
attachment to transmit the motion of the wheel to the seed metering 
mechanism when the drill is in operation.



TYPES OF SEED METERING MECHANISMS
Some of the seed metering mechanisms used in seed drills are explained 
here.
(a) Fluted feed type
The fluted wheel also known as fluted roller is driven by a square shaft. 
There are horizontal groves provided along the outer periphery of the 
wheel and wheel can be shifted sideways depending upon the seed rate. 
These rollers are mounted at the bottom of the seed box. They receive the 
seeds in the longitudinal groves and pass on to the seed tube through the 
seed hole.





(b) Internal double run type
The internal double run feed mechanism has a double face wheel. One face 
has a larger opening for course seeds while other face has smaller openings 
for small seeds. Flapper gate is provided at the bottom of the box which 
covers the opening not in use. The rate of seeding is controlled by changing 
the speed of the internal feed wheels. This is done by meshing appropriate 
gears.

(c) Cup feed mechanism
The mechanism consists of a circular shaft mounted with many circular 
discs. Each disc is provided with several cups or spoons in a circular 
path...This arrangement is kept at the bottom of the seed box. When the 
shaft rotates, the discs also rotates. Seeds are picked up by the cups and 
then dropped in to a funnel from where the seeds
travel through the seed tube and reach the furrows. The cups have two 
faces, one for larger seeds and the other for smaller seeds



Fig. Internal double run type seed metering mechanism 



Fig. Cup feed type seed metering mechanism 



d) Cell feed mechanism - It is a mechanism in which seeds are collected 
and delivered by a series of equally spaced cells engraved on the periphery 
of a circular plate or wheel
(e) Brush feed mechanism - It is a mechanism in which a rotating brush 
regulates the flow of seed from the hopper in to the seed tube. A number 
of bullock
drawn planters in the country use brush feed mechanism.
(g) Picker wheel mechanism - It is a mechanism in which a vertical plate 
provided with radially projected arms picks up and drop the seeds in to the 
furrow. It is suialble for large size seeds like potatoes..
(h) Star wheel mechanism - It is a feed mechanism which consists of a 
toothed wheel, rotating in a horizontal plane and conveying the fertilizer 
through a feed gate below the Star wheel.
(f) Auger feed mechanism - It consists of an auger which moves the 
substance from the container and delivers in to the field uniformly. 
Fertilizer drills are usually provided with auger feed mechanism. Some 
manufacturers use this mechanism in seed drills also.



TYPES OF FURROW OPENERS
The furrow openers are provided in a seed drill for opening a furrow. The 
seeds travel through the seed tube and reach the furrow.
(1) Shovel Type
Shovel type furrow openers are widely used in seed drills. Shovel type 
openers are best suited for stony and root infested fields. The shovels are 
bolted to the shanks at their bottoms. Boots are fitted at the back of the 
shovels which carry the delivery ends of the seed tubes. In cultivator type 
seed drills shovel type furrow openers are used.

(2) Shoe Type
It works well in trashy soils where the seed beds are not smoothly 
prepared. They are made from two flat pieces of steel welded together 
to from a cutting edge. It is specially suited for black soils. Bullock drawn 
three tyne seed drills are provided with shoe type furrow openers



(3) Disc Type
They are two types: (a) Single disc and (b) Double disc types.
Single disc type
Disc type furrow openers are suitable to fields where plant residues or 
trashes are used as mulches. It consists of a curved disc made of hardened 
steel. It is set at an angle which while working shifts the soil to one side 
making a small furrow. Seeds are placed in the furrows. The disc is kept 
clean by two scrapers, one toe shaped at the convex side and one ‘T’ 
shaped at the concave side. It works well in sticky soils also, but the discs 
are costly and maintenance is bit difficult.
Double disc type
In double disc furrow opener there are two flat discs, set at an angle to 
each other. The discs open a clean furrow and leave a small ridge in the 
center. The seeds are dropped between the two discs, providing more 
accurate placement. It is suitable for trashy lands. Seed drills operated at 
high speeds, usually use this type of furrow openers.



Seed tube - Seed tubes are provided at the lower end of the feed cups. 
They conduct seeds from feed cups to the furrow lines through suitable 
boots and furrow openers Polypropylene, rubber and steel tubes are used 
as seed tubes.. Minimum diameter of seed and fertilizer tube is 25 mm.

Boot - It is a part of the sowing equipment which receives the seeds or 
fertilizers from the seed tube and delivers to the furrow. It is made up of 
cast iron or mild steel.



LECTURE -1 

FARM POWER IN INDIA - HUMAN, ANIMAL, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL 

ENERGY SOURCES AND THEIR USE IN AGRICULTURE 

Farm Power is an essential input in agriculture for timely field operations for 

increasing production and productivity of land. Farm power is used for operating 

different types of machinery like tillage, planting, plant protection, harvesting and 

threshing machinery and other stationary jobs like operating irrigation equipment, 

threshers/ shellers / cleaners/ graders, etc. 

 
SOURCES OF FARM POWER 

There are different sources of farm power available in India which are classified as. 

(i) Human power 

(ii) Animal power 

(iii) Mechanical power (Tractors + Power tillers + Oil engines) 

(iv) Electrical power 

(v) Renewable energy (Biogas + Solar energy + Wind energy) 

 

HUMAN POWER 

Human power is the main source for operating small implements and tools at the 

farm. Stationary work like chaff cutting, lifting, water, threshing, winnowing etc are also 

done by manual labour. An average man can develop maximum power of about 0.1 hp 

for doing farm work.  

ANIMAL POWER 

Power developed by an average pair of bullocks about 1 hp for usual farm work. 

Bullocks are employed for all types farm work in all seasons. Besides bullocks, other 

animals like camels, buffaloes, horses, donkeys, mules and elephants are also used at 

some places. The average force a draft animal can exert is nearly one-tenth of its body 

weight. 

 As per livestock census, 2011-12,  

The total  draught animal population of India - 49.69 million 

   

 Bullocks are 44.48 million, 

 Buffalo are 4.09 million  

 1.12 million other important draught animals namely camel, equines, donkey, horse, pony, 

mule, yak and mithun.  

Bullocks, buffaloes and camels are the major draught animals for field operations.  



Horses, mules, donkeys, yak and mithun are the pack animals for transport.  

The DAP has potential to generate annually 21924 million kWh 

Draught animals produce about 40 billion tonnes of dung which is used to make 

farm yard manure and biogas 

 

• Mechanical Power 

Mechanical power includes: 

(a) Tractors  

(b) Power tillers  

(c) Oil engines  

(Diesel engines & Petrol or Kerosene engine) 

(d) Self propelled combines  

Oil engine (Internal combustion engine) is a good device for converting fuel into 

useful work. These engine are of two types:  

(a) Diesel engines, and 

(b) Petrol or Kerosene engine.  

Thermal efficiency of diesel engine varies from 32 to 33 percent, where as that of 

petrol engine varies from 25 to 32 percent. 

In modern days, almost all tractors and power tillers are operated by diesel engines . 

• Stationary Oil Engines 

Stationary oil engines are used for . 

(a) Pumping water    (b) Flour mills  

(b) Oil ghanis    (d) Cotton gins 

(e)   Chaff cutter    (f) Sugarcane crusher 

(g)     Thresher    (h) Winnower 

(i)  And many such equipment  

The population of stationary engines during 2019  are 10 million in indea  

• Tractor  

Tractor is available in following classes, depending upon hp: 

(i) 20 hp   (ii) 21-30 hp 

(iii)   31-40 hp  (iv) 5o hp and over. 

The most popular tractor is found in 31- 40 hp segment, which accounts for about 

60 % of the total sales in the country. 



Tractor manufacturing was started in india in the year 1961 by first manufacturer 

M/s Eicher Good earth. 

 

 The Total tractor population in India  in 2019 -7.2Million 

The tractor production in India during 2019- 80900 (0.809million)
 

 
 In 1951, there were only 8500 tractors  
     
There are about 100,000 self-propelled farm machines apart from above . 
 
 

Different types of tractors 
  

 

 

Power tillers 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ELECTRICAL POWER 

Electrical power is used mostly in the form of electrical motors on the farms. 

Motor is a very useful machine for farmers. It is clean, quest and smooth running. Its 

maintenance and operation needs less attention and care. The operating cost remains 

almost constant throughoutits life. Electrical power is used for water pumping, diary 

industry, cold storage, farm product processing, fruit industry and many similar things. 

Presently 22 million electric pump are available in India.  

Electric motors 

 

RENEWABLE ENERGY 

It is the energy mainly obtained from renewable sources of energy like sun, wind, 

biomass etc. Biogas energy, wind energy and solar energy are used in agriculture and 

domestic purposes with suitable devices. Renewable energy can be used for lighting, 

cooking, water heating, space heating, water distillation, food processing, water 

pumping, and electric generation. This type of energy is inexhaustible in nature.  

 

 

Usage of renewable energy sources 

Solar energy- Solar dryers, lantern, cooker, solar still, solar refrigeration, solar lighting 
etc 

Wind energy- Water pumping, electricity generation etc. 

Biomass energy- Gasifiers to produce producer gas, pyrolysis to produce liquid fuels, 

Biogas etc 

Tidal energy – electricity generation 



Geothermal energy- Heat and electricity production 
 
 

MERITS AND DEMERITS DIFFERENT FARM POWER SOUECES 
 

Merit Demerit 

Human Power 

1. Easily available. 1. Costliest power compared to all 
other 

forms of power. 
2. Used for all types of work. 2. Very low efficiency. 

  3. Requires full maintenance when 
not 

   in use. 

  4. Affected by weather condition and 

seasons. 

Animal Power 

1. Easily available. 1. Not very efficient. 

2. Used for all types of work. 2. Seasons and weather affect the 

efficiency. 

3. Low initial investment. 3. Cannot work at a stretch. 

4. Supplies manures to the field and 

fuels to farmers. 

4. Requires full maintenance when 
not 

in use. 
5. Lives on farm products. 5. Creates unhealthy and dirty 

atmosphere near the residence. 

  6. Very slow in doing work. 

Mechanical Power 

1. Efficiency is high. 1. Initial capital investment high. 

2. Not affected by weather. 2. Fuel is costly. 

3. Cannot run at a stretch. 3. Repairs and maintenance needs 

technical knowledge. 

4. Requires less space.   

5. Cheaper form of power.   

Electrical Power 

1. Very cheap form of power. 1. Initial capital investment high. 

2. High efficiency. 2. Requires good amount of technical 

knowledge. 



3. Can work at a stretch. 3. If handled carelessly, it causes 
great 

danger. 
4. Maintenance and operating cost is 

very low. 

  

5. Not affected by seasons.   

 

Concept of Farm Mechanization 

The main concept of farm mechanization is to apply the principles of engineering and 

technology to do the agricultural operations in a better way to increase crop yield. This 

includes 

the development, application and management of all mechanical aids for field operation, 

water control, material handling, storage and processing. Mechanical aids include hand 

tools, animal drawn implements, power tillers, tractors, engines, electric motors, grain 

processing and hauling equipments. 

SCOPE OF FARM MECHANIZATION 

Improved irrigation facilities, introduction of high yielding varieties. use of higher 

doses of fertilizers and pesticides have increased the scope for greater farm 

mechanization Farm mechanization helps for proper utilization of basic inputs like water, 

seed and fertilizer, optimum placement of the seed and fertilizer, ploughing, removal of 

weeds, leveling of uneven land and land reclamation. If machines are used farmer and 

his animals are relieved of hard work. With the support of machines farmer can do his 

job better and quicker. He will get more leisure and devote his time to other works. He 

can earn better living. 

BENEFITS OF FARM MECHANIZATION 

1. Timeliness of operation 

2. Precision of operation 

3. Improvement of work environment. 

4. Enhancement of safety 

5. Reduction of drudgery of labour 

6. Reduction of loss of crops and food products 

7. Increased productivity of land 

8. Increased economic return to farmer 

9. Improved dignity of farmer 

10. Progress and prosperity in rural areas 
 



 
CONSTRAINTS IN FARM MECHANISATION (LIMITING FACTORS IN

 FARM MECHANIZATION) 

1. Small land holdings 

2. Less investing capacity of farmers 

3. Adequate availability of draft animals 

4. Lack of suitable farm machine for different operations 

5. Lack of repair and servicing facilities for machines 

6. Lack of trained man power 

7. Lack of coordination between research organization and manufacturer 

8. High cost of machines 

9. Inadequate quality control of machine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LECTURE -1 
FARM POWER IN INDIA - HUMAN, ANIMAL, MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL 
ENERGY SOURCES AND THEIR USE IN AGRICULTURE 
 

 Farm Power is an essential input in agriculture for timely field operations for increasing 

production and productivity of land. Farm power is used for operating different types of 

machinery like tillage, planting, plant protection, harvesting and threshing machinery and other 

stationary jobs like operating irrigation equipment, threshers/ shellers / cleaners/ graders, etc. 
SOURCES OF FARM POWER 
There are different sources of farm power available in India which are classified as 

(i) Human power 

(ii) Animal power 

(iii) Mechanical power (Tractors + Power tillers + Oil engines) 

(iv) Electrical power 

(v) Renewable energy (Biogas + Solar energy + Wind energy) 

HUMAN POWER 
 Human power is the main source for operating small implements and tools at the farm. 

Stationary work like chaff cutting, lifting, water, threshing, winnowing etc are also done by 

manual labour. An average man can develop maximum power of about 0.1 hp for doing farm 

work.   

 

           
 Paddy Nursery collection            Nursery transport  



               
 Paddy transplanting     weeding 

                     
   weeding                              Winnowing  

ANIMAL POWER 
 Power developed by an average pair of bullocks about 1 hp for usual farm work. 

Bullocks are employed for all types farm work in all seasons. Besides bullocks, other animals 

like camels, buffaloes, horses, donkeys, mules and elephants are also used at some places. 

The average force a draft animal can exert is nearly one-tenth of its body weight. 

     
 Ploughing a land    Ploughing a land 



     
  Bullock cart      Persian wheel- water lifting 
MECHANICAL POWER 
 Broadly speaking, mechanical power includes stationary oil engines, tractors , power 

tillers and self propelled combines. Internal combustion engine is a good device for converting 

liquid fuel into useful work(mechanical work). These engines are two types 

(1) Spark ignition engines (Petrol or Kerosene engine) 

(2) Compression ignition engines (Diesel engines)  

 The thermal efficiency of diesel engine varies from 32 to 38 per cent whereas that of 

petrol engine varies from 25 to 32 per cent. 

 In modern days, almost all the tractors and power tillers are operated by diesel engines. 

Diesel engines are used for operating irrigation pumps, flour mills, oil ghanis, cotton gins, chaff 

cutter, sugarcane crusher, threshers, winnowers etc. 

   
  Two stroke engine           Two stroke engine ( SI engine) 
 
 



     
           Eighteen cylinder two stroke engine      Four stroke Engine   + Pump 

     
   Thresher    Thresher     
 

   
    Different types of tractors 



       
      Different types of tractors 

   
 Tractor with dozer blade       Power tiller 

       
             Power tillers 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
 Electrical power is used mostly in the form of electrical motors on the farms. Motor is a 

very useful machine for farmers. It is clean, quest and smooth running. Its maintenance and 

operation needs less attention and care. The operating cost remains almost constant throughout 



its life. Electrical power is used for water pumping, diary industry, cold storage, farm product 

processing, fruit industry and many similar things. 

   
       Electric motors 
 

   
               Electric motors 

 

        
        Electric motor + pump    Chaff cutter 
 



    
      Chaff cutter – motor driven 
RENEWABLE ENERGY 
 It is the energy mainly obtained from renewable sources of energy like sun, wind, 

biomass etc. Biogas energy, wind energy and solar energy are used in agriculture and domestic 

purposes with suitable devices. Renewable energy can be used for lighting, cooking, water 

heating, space heating, water distillation, food processing, water pumping, and electric 

generation. This type of energy is inexhaustible in nature.  

  
   Different applications of solar energy 



   
  Solar electric panel   Solar electric panel 

                               
    Grid connected solar energy 
 
 

   
 

     Wind Farms 



 

                                      

  
    Biogas plants 
Usage of renewable energy sources 
Solar energy- Solar dryers, lantern, cooker, solar still, solar refrigeration, solar lighting etc 

Wind energy- Water pumping, electricity generation etc. 

Biomass energy- Gasifiers to produce producer gas, pyrolysis to produce liquid fuels, Biogas 

etc 

Tidal energy – electricity generation 

Geothermal energy- Heat and electricity production 

 
 MERITS AND DEMERITS DIFFERENT FARM POWER SOUECES 

Merit Demerit 

Human Power 

1. Easily available. 1. Costliest power compared to all other 

forms of power. 

2. Used for all types of work. 2. Very low efficiency. 

  3. Requires full maintenance when not 



in use. 

  4. Affected by weather condition and 

seasons. 

Animal Power 

1. Easily available. 1. Not very efficient. 

2. Used for all types of work. 2. Seasons and weather affect the 

efficiency. 

3. Low initial investment. 3. Cannot work at a stretch. 

4. Supplies manures to the field and 

fuels to farmers. 

4. Requires full maintenance when not 

in use. 

5. Lives on farm products. 5. Creates unhealthy and dirty 

atmosphere near the residence. 

  6. Very slow in doing work. 

Mechanical Power 

1. Efficiency is high. 1. Initial capital investment high. 

2. Not affected by weather. 2. Fuel is costly. 

3. Cannot run at a stretch. 3. Repairs and maintenance needs 

technical knowledge. 

4. Requires less space.   

5. Cheaper form of power.   

Electrical Power 

1. Very cheap form of power. 1. Initial capital investment high. 

2. High efficiency. 2. Requires good amount of technical 

knowledge. 

3. Can work at a stretch. 3. If handled carelessly, it causes great 

danger. 

4. Maintenance and operating cost is 

very low. 

  

5. Not affected by seasons.   

 

Concept of Farm Mechanization 
The main concept of farm mechanization is to apply the principles of engineering and 

technology to do the agricultural operations in a better way to increase crop yield. This includes 



the development, application and management of all mechanical aids for field operation, water 

control, material handling, storage and processing. Mechanical aids include hand tools, animal 

drawn implements, power tillers, tractors, engines, electric motors, grain processing and hauling 

equipments. 
SCOPE OF FARM MECHANIZATION 
 Improved irrigation facilities, introduction of high yielding varieties. use of higher doses of 

fertilizers and pesticides have increased the scope for greater farm   mechanization  Farm 

mechanization helps for proper utilization of basic inputs like water, seed and fertilizer, optimum 

placement of the seed and fertilizer, ploughing, removal of weeds, leveling of uneven land and 

land reclamation. If machines are used  farmer and his animals are relieved of hard work. With 

the support of machines farmer can do his job better and quicker. He will get more leisure and 

devote his time to other works. He can earn better living.  
BENEFITS OF FARM MECHANIZATION 

1. Timeliness of operation 

2. Precision of operation  

3. Improvement of work environment. 

4. Enhancement of safety 

5. Reduction of drudgery of labour 

6. Reduction of loss of crops and food products 

7. Increased productivity of land 

8. Increased economic return to farmer 

9. Improved dignity of farmer  

10. Progress and prosperity in rural areas 
 
CONSTRAINTS IN FARM MECHANISATION (LIMITING FACTORS IN FARM 
MECHANIZATION) 
1. Small land holdings 

2. Less investing capacity of farmers   

3. Adequate availability of draft animals  

4. Lack of suitable farm machine for different operations 

5. Lack of repair and servicing facilities for machines 

6. Lack of trained man power  

7. Lack of coordination between research organization and  manufacturer 

8. High cost of machines 



9. Inadequate quality control of machine 

 
QUESTIONS  

1. The cheapest source of energy is ------------------------ 

2. Power available from a farm labour is -------------------hp 

3. Solar energy is a ------------------------------ energy 

4. State the merits and demerits of different sources of energy used in farm 

   

 

 



LECTURE- 2 

IC ENIGE, TWO STROKE AND FOUR STROKE ENGINES, WORKING 

PRINCIPLES, APPLICATIONS - TYPES, POWER AND EFFICIENCY 

 
Heat engine is a machine for converting heat, developed by burning fuel into 

useful work. It can be said that heat engine is equipment which generates thermal 

energy and transforms it into mechanical energy. 

CLASSIFICATION OF HEAT ENGINES 

1. Based on combustion of fuel: 

(i) External combustion engine (ii) Internal combustion engine. 

External combustion engine 

Here, the working medium, the steam, is generated in a boiler, located out side 

the engine and allowed in to the cylinder to operate the piston to do mechanical work. 

Internal combustion engine 

In internal combustion engine, the combustion of fuel takes place inside the 

engine cylinder and heat is generated within the cylinder. This heat is added to the air 

inside the cylinder and thus the pressure of the air is increased tremendously. This high 

pressure air moves the piston which rotates the crank shaft and thus mechanical work is 

done 

2. Based on fuel used 

1. Diesel engine 2. Petrol engine 3. Gas engine 

Diesel engine – Diesel is used as fuel 

Petrol engine – Petrol is used as fuel 

Gas engines – propane, butane or methane gases are used 

3. Based ignition of fuel 

1. Spark ignition engine (Carburetor type engines) 

2. Compression ignition engine ( injector type engines) 

Spark ignition engine – a mixture of air and fuel is drawn in to the engine cylinder. 

Ignition of fuel is done by using a spark plug. The spark plug produces a spark and 

ignites the air- fuel mixture. Such combustion is called constant volume combustion 

(C.V.C.). 

Compression ignition engine – In compression ignition engines air is compressed in to 

the engine cylinder,. Due to this the temperature of the compressed air rises to 700-900 

C. At this stage diesel is sprayed in to the cylinder in fine particles. Due to a very high 



temperature, the fuel gets ignited. This type of combustion is called constant pressure 

combustion (CP.C.) because the pressure inside the cylinder is almost constant when 

combustion is taking place. 

4. Based on working cycle 

1. Four stroke cycle engine - When the cycle is completed in two revolutions 

of the crankshaft, it is called four stroke cycle engine. 

2. Two stroke cycle engine. - When the cycle is completed in one revolution of 

the crankshaft, it is called two stroke cycle engine 

CONSTRUCTION OF AN IC ENGINE 

I.C. engine converts the reciprocating motion of piston into rotary motion of the 

crankshaft by means of a connecting rod. The piston which reciprocating in the cylinder 

is very close fit in the cylinder. Rings are inserted in the circumferential grooves of the 

piston to prevent leakage of gases from sides of the piston. Usually a cylinder is bored in 

a cylinder block and a gasket, made of copper sheet or asbestos is inserted between the 

cylinder and the cylinder head to avoid ant leakage. The combustion space is provided 

at the top of the cylinder head where combustion takes place. The connecting rod 

connects the piston and the crankshaft. The end of the connecting rod connecting the 

piston is called small end. A pin called gudgeon pin or wrist pin is provided for 

connecting the piston and the connecting rod at the small end. . The other end of the 

connecting rod connecting the crank shaft is called big end. When piston is moved up 

and down, the motion is transmitted to the crank shaft by the connecting rod and the 

crank shaft makes rotary motion. The crankshaft rotates in main bearings which are 

fitted the crankcase. A flywheel is provided at one end of the crankshaft for smoothing 

the uneven torque produced by the engine. There is an oil sump at the bottom of the 

engine which contains lubricating oil for lubricating different parts of the engine. 

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF I.C. ENGINE/ FOUR STROKE CYCLE ENGINE / TWO 

STROKE CYCLE ENGINE 

A mixture of fuel with correct amount of air is exploded in an engine cylinder 

which is closed at one end. As a result of this explosion, heat is released and this heat 

causes the pressure of the burning gases to increase. This pressure forces a close fitting 

piston to move down the cylinder. The movement of piston is transmitted to a crankshaft 

by a connecting rod so that the crankshaft rotates and turns a flywheel connected to it. 

Power is taken from the rotating crank shaft to do mechanical work. To obtain 

continuous rotation of the crankshaft the explosion has to be repeated continuously. 



Before the explosion to take place, the used gases are expelled from the cylinder, fresh 

charge of fuel and air are admitted in to the cylinder and the piston moved back to its 

starting position. The sequences of events taking place in an engine is called the 

working cycle of the engine. The sequence of events taking place inside the engine are 

as follows 

1. Admission of air or air-fuel mixture inside the engine cylinder ( suction ) 

2. Compression of the air or air fuel mixture inside the engine (compression) 

3. Injection of fuel in compressed air for ignition of the fuel or ignition of air-fuel 

mixture by an electric spark using a spark plug to produce thermal power 

inside the cylinder (power ) 

4. Removal of all the burnt gases from the cylinder to receive fresh charge ( 

exhaust) 

Note: Charge means admitting fresh air in to the cylinder in the case of compression 

ignition engines ( diesel engines ) or admitting a mixture of air and fuel in to the 

cylinder in the case of spark ignition engines. 

FOUR STROKE CYCLE ENGINE ( DIESEL/ PETROL ENGINE) 

In four stroke cycle engines the four events namely suction, compression, power 

and exhaust take place inside the engine cylinder. The four events are completed in four 

strokes of the piston (two revolutions of the crank shaft). This engine has got valves for 

controlling the inlet of charge and outlet of exhaust gases. The opening and closing of 

the valve is controlled by cams, fitted on camshaft. The camshaft is driven by crankshaft 

with the help of suitable gears or chains. The camshaft runs at half the speed of the 

crankshaft. The events taking place in I.C. engine are as follows: 

1. Suction stroke 2. Compression stroke 

3. Power stroke 4. Exhaust stroke 



 

 
 

Four stroke cycle engine 
 
 

Four stroke cycle engine 

Suction stroke 

During suction stroke inlet valve opens and the piston moves downward. Only air 

or a mixture of air and fuel are drawn inside the cylinder. The exhaust valve remains in 

closed position during this stroke. The pressure in the engine cylinder is less than 

atmospheric pressure during this stroke (Fig. 1a) 



Compression stroke 

During this stroke the piston moves upward. Both valves are in closed position. 

The charge taken in the cylinder is compressed by the upward movement of piston. If 

only air is compressed, as in case of diesel engine, diesel is injected at the end of the 

compression stroke and ignition of fuel takes place due to high pressure and 

temperature of the compressed air. If a mixture of air and fuel is compressed in the 

cylinder, as in case of petrol engine, the mixture is ignited by a spark plug. 

Power stroke 

After ignition of fuel, tremendous amount of heat is generated, causing very high 

pressure in the cylinder which pushes the piston downward (Fig.1b). The downward 

movement of the piston at this instant is called power stroke. The connecting rod 

transmits the power from piston to the crank shaft and crank shaft rotates. Mechanical 

work can be taped at the rotating crank shaft. Both valves remain closed during power 

stroke. 

Exhaust stroke 

During this stroke piston moves upward. Exhaust valve opens and exhaust gases 

go out through exhaust valves opening. All the burnt gases go out of the engine and the 

cylinder becomes ready to receive the fresh charge. During this stroke inlet valve 

remains closed (Fig.1d). 

Thus it is found that out of four strokes, there is only one power stroke and three 

idle strokes in four stroke cycle engine. The power stroke supplies  necessary 

momentum for useful work. 

TWO STROKE CYCLE ENGINE (PETROL ENGINE) 

In two stroke cycle engines, the whole sequence of events i.e., suction, 

compression, power and exhaust are completed in two strokes of the piston i.e. one 

revolution of the crankshaft. There is no valve in this type of engine. Gas movement 

takes place through holes called ports in the cylinder. The crankcase of the engine is air 

tight in which the crankshaft rotates. 



 
 
 

Two stroke  cycle 

Upward stroke of the piston (Suction + Compression) 

When the piston moves upward it covers two of the ports, the exhaust port and 

transfer port, which are normally almost opposite to each other. This traps the charge of 

air- fuel mixture drawn already in to the cylinder. Further upward movement of the piston 

compresses the charge and also uncovers the suction port. Now fresh mixture is drawn 

through this port into the crankcase. Just before the end of this stroke, the mixture in the 



cylinder is ignited by a spark plug (Fig 2 c &d). Thus, during this stroke both suction and 

compression events are completed. 

Downward stroke (Power + Exhaust) 

Burning of the fuel rises the temperature and pressure of the gases which forces 

the piston to move down the cylinder. When the piston moves down, it closes the suction 

port, trapping the fresh charge drawn into the crankcase during the previous upward 

stroke. Further downward movement of the piston uncovers first the exhaust port and 

then the transfer port. Now fresh charge in the crankcase moves in to the cylinder 

through the transfer port driving out the burnt gases through the exhaust port. Special 

shaped piston crown deflect the incoming mixture up around the cylinder so that it can 

help in driving out the exhaust gases . During the downward stroke of the piston power 

and exhaust events are completed. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO STROKE AND FOUR STROKE ENGINES 
 

Four stroke engine Two stroke engine 

1.  One power stroke for every two 

revolutions of the crankshaft. 

One power stroke for each revolution of 

the crankshaft. 

2. There are inlet and exhaust valves in 

the engine. 

There are inlet and exhaust ports instead 

of valves. 

3. Crankcase is not fully closed and air 

tight. 
Crankcase is fully closed and air tight. 

4. Top of the piston compresses the 

charge. 

Both sides of the piston compress the 

charge. 

5. Size of the flywheel is comparatively 

larger. 

Size of the flywheel is comparatively 

smaller. 

6. Fuel is fully consumed. Fuel is not fully consumed. 

7. Weight of engine per hp is high. 
Weight of engine per hp is comparatively 

low. 

8. Thermal efficiency is high. Thermal efficiency is comparatively low. 

9. Removal or exhaust gases easy. 
Removal of exhaust gases comparatively 

difficult. 

10. Torque produced is even. Torque produced is less even. 

11. For a given weight, engine would give 

only   half   the   power   of   two  stroke 

For same weight, two stroke engine gives 

twice the power that of four stroke engine. 



engine.  

12. All types of speed are possible (high 

and low). 
Mostly high speed engines are there. 

13. It can be operated in one direction 

only. 

It can be operated in both direction 

(clockwise and counter clockwise). 

 

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF DIESEL ENGINE 

The basic components of diesel engine are cylinder, piston, injector, valves, 

connecting rod and crankshaft. In diesel engines only air is drawn into the cylinder. The 

engine has high compression ratio hence the air in the cylinder attains very high 

temperature and pressure at the end of the compression stroke. At the end of the 

compression stroke, the fuel is sprayed into the cylinder in atomized form using injectors. 

Due to high temperature, the fuel gets ignited, begins to burn and produce lot of heat. 

Due to the heat the gases expand, move the piston downward and rotate the crank 

shaft. The torque available at the rotating crank shaft is used to do any mechanical work 

Special features of diesel engine 

1) Engine has high compression ratio ranging from 14:1 to 22:1. 

2) During compression stroke, the engine attains high pressure ranging from 30 to 45 

kg/cm2 and high temperature of about 500°C. 

3) At the end of the compression stroke, fuel is injected into the cylinder through 

injectors (atomizers) at a very high pressure ranging from 120 to 200 kg/cm2. 

4) Ignition takes place due to heat of compression only. 

5) There is no external spark in diesel engine. 

6) Diesel engine has better slogging or lugging ability i.e. it maintains higher torque for 

a longer duration of time at a lower speed. 

COMPARISON OF DIESEL ENGINE WITH PETROL ENGINE 
 

Diesel engine petrol engine 

i) It has got no carburetor, ignition coil and 

spark plug. 

It has got carburetor, ignition coil & spark 

plug. 

ii) Its compression ratio varies from 14:1 to 

22:1 

Its compression ratio varies from 5:1 to 

8:1. 

iii) It uses diesel oil as fuel. 
It uses petrol (gasoline) or power kerosine 

as fuel. 



iv) Only air is sucked in cylinder in suction 

stroke. 

Mixture of fuel and air is sucked in the 

cylinder in suction stroke. 

v) It has got ‘fuel injection pump’ and 

injector 

It has got no fuel injection pump and 

injector, instead it has got carburetor and 

ignition coil. 

vi) Fuel is injected in combustion chamber 

where burning of fuel takes places due 

to heat of compression. 

Air fuel mixture is compressed in the 

combustion chamber when it is ignited by 

an electric spark. 

vii) Thermal efficiency varies from 32 to 

38% 
Thermal efficiency varies from 25 to 32% 

viii) Engine weight per horse-power is high. 
Engine weight per horsepower is 

comparatively low. 

ix) Operating cost is low. Operating cost is high. 

x)  Compression pressure inside the 

cylinder varies from 35 to 45 kg/cm2 and 

temperature is about 500°C. 

Compression pressure varies from 6 to 10 

kg/cm2 and temperature is above 260°C. 

 



Lecture No.3 
 

 
 

3.0 Engine Terminology 
 

Fig.5. Diagram showing TDC and BDC positions 

 

 

Bore : Bore is the diameter of the engine cylinder (Fig.5). 

Stroke : It is the linear distance traveled by the piston from Top dead centre 

(TDC) to Bottom dead centre (BDC). 

Stroke-bore ratio: The ratio of length of stroke (L) and diameter of bore (D) 

of the Cylinder is called Stroke-bore ratio (L/D). In general, this ratio varies 

between 1 to 1.45 and for tractor engines, this ratio is about 1.25. 

Swept volume (Piston displacement): It is the volume (A x L) displaced by 

one stroke of the piston where A is the cross sectional area of piston and L is 

the length of stroke. 

Compression ratio: It is the ratio of the volume of the charge at the 

beginning of the compression stroke to that at the end  of  compression  

stroke, i.e., ration of total cylinder volume to clearance  volume.  

Compression ration of diesel engine varies from 14:1 to 20:1, carburetor 

engine varies from 4:1 to 8:1. 

Power : It is the rate of doing work. Unit of power in SI units - Watt 

(Joule/sec). 

Terminology related to engine power: IHP, BHP, FHP, DBHP, compression ratio, 

stroke bore ratio, piston displacement, and mechanical efficiency. Numerical problems 

on calculation of IHP, BHP, C.R., stroke bore ratio, piston displacement volume. 



PLAN n 

n 

Horse power: It is the rate of doing work. One HP is equivalent to 75 kg-m / 

sec. 

Indicated Horse Power (IHP): it is the total horse power developed by all 

the cylinders and received by pistons, without friction and losses within the 

engine. 

IHP =  
4500 2 

(for four stroke engine) 

 

 

IHP = 
PLAN 

n
 

4500 
(for two stroke engine) 

Where P - Mean effective pressure in Kg/cm2 

L- Length of the piston stroke in meters 

A -Cross sectional area of piston in cm2 

N- rpm of the engine 

n - Number of cylinders in the engine 

 
 

Brake horse power (B.H.P): It is the horsepower delivered by the engine 

and is available at the end of the crankshaft and it is measured by suitable 

dynamometer. 

Frictional horse power (F.H.P): It is the power required to run the engine at 

a given speed with out producing any useful work. It represents the friction 

and pumping losses of the engine. 

F.H.P= I.H.P - B.H.P 

I.H.P = B.H.P + F.H.P 

Drawbar horse power (DBHP): It is  the power of a tractor measured at    

the end of the drawbar. It is the power required to pull the loads. 

Brake mean effective pressure ( BMEP): It  is  the  average  pressure  

acting throughout the entire power strokes which are necessary to produce 

BHP of the engine. 

BMEP = 
L A N 

2 
 

BMEP = 

(for four stroke engine) 

 

 
(for two stroke engine) 

 

 

 

Thermal  efficiency: It is the ratio of the horse power output of  the  

engine to the fuel horse power. 

BHP 75 60 

BHP 75 60 

L A N n 



PLAN n 

Mechanical efficiency: It is the ratio of the brake horse power to the 

indicated horse power. 

Mechanical efficiency= 
BHP 

IHP 
100 

Piston speed  (Np)   : It is the total length of travel of the piston in a   

cylinder in one minute. Piston speeds of the high speed tractor engine range 

between 300 to 500 m/m. 

Displacement volume (Vd) : It is the  total  swept  volume  of  all  the  

pistons during power strokes occurring in a period of one minute. 

Vd = ALn 

A – piston area 

L – piston stroke 

N – number of power strokes per minute for all cylinders. 

 
 

Example 1: Calculate the BHP of a 4 stroke, 4 cylinder I.C. Engine which has 

cylinder bore of 14 cm, stroke length of 16 cm, crankshaft speed of 1100  

rpm, frictional horse power of 30, and mean effective pressure is 8 kg/cm2. 

 
Solution: 

 
 

Data given: D = 14 cm ; L = 16 cm; N = 1100 rpm; FHP =30 and P=8 kg/cm2 
 

IHP =  
4500 2 

(for four stroke engine) 

 

8 0.16 14 2 1100 

IHP =   4  

4500 

4 
= 96.4 

2 

I.H.P = B.H.P + F.H.P 

BHP = IHP – FHP = 96.4 – 30 = 66.4 

 
 

Example 2: The horse power developed at the end of crankshaft of a 4 stroke, 

4 cylinder I C engines was found to be 30 HP at a speed of 1500 RPM. The 

mean effective pressure is 6 kg/cm2 .The stroke-bore ratio is 1.3. Find the 

length of stroke and diameter of bore if the mechanical efficiency is 80%. 

 
Solution: 

Data given: BHP =30; N = 1500; P=6 kg/cm2; 80% 



PLAN n 

PLAN n 

IHP 

Mechanical efficiency= 
BHP 

IHP 
100 

IHP = 
BHP 

= 

 
IHP = 

4500 

30 100 
= 37.5

 

80 

 
(for four stroke engine) 

2 
 

 

Stroke-bore ratio = 
L 

1.3 L = 1.3 D 
D 

 

 
 

6 1.3D D 2 1500 

IHP =   4  4 

4500 2 
 

 

37.5 = 4.08 D3 D = 2.1 cm 

L = 1.3 × 2.1 = 2.7 cm 

 
 

Example 3: A Four cylinder four stroke diesel engine has a cylinder diameter 

of 20 cm, stroke-bore ratio is 1.45, clearance volume 4508 cm3, engine speed 

250 rpm, mean effective pressure 6.8 kg/cm2 and mechanical efficiency is 

75%. Calculate (i) IHP, (II) BHP (iii) Compression ratio and (iv) Swept 

volume. 

 
Solution: 

Data given: D = 20 cm; N =250; P = 6.8 kg/cm2; 75% 

clearance volume = 4508 cm2 

Stroke-bore ratio = 

 

Where D= 20 cm 

L 
1.45 

D 

L = 1.45× 20 = 29 cm 
 

 
 

(i) IHP =  
4500 2 

(for four stroke engine) 

 

6.8 0.29 20 2 250 

IHP =   4  

4500 

4 
= 68.9 

2 
 

(ii) Mechanical efficiency= 
BHP 

IHP 

 
100 

BHP =  
100 

= 
68.9 

100 

75 
= 51.7 



PLAN n 

IHP 

(iii) and (iv) Compression ratio: Swept volume + Clearence volume 

Clearence volume 

Swept volume = A x L 
 

= (20)2 
4 

29 = 9114.3 cm3 

 
Compression ratio = 9114.3 4508 

 
= 3.02 

4508 
 

 

Example 4: Calculate (i) IHP (ii) BHP (iii) Stroke bore ratio (iv)  

Compression ratio (v) Swept volume of a four stroke four cylinder I.C. engine 

with the following data: 

Cylinder size : 12.5 x 15 cm 

Fly wheel speed : 1200 rpm 

Mean effective pressure : 7 kg/cm2 

Mechanical efficiency : 70% 

Clearance volume : 150 CC 

 
Solution 

Data given: L = 15 cm; D = 12.5 cm; N = 1200; P = 7 kg/cm2; 70% 
 

(i) IHP =  
4500 2 

(for four stroke engine) 

 

7.0 0.15 12.5 
2
 1200 

IHP =   4  

4500 

4 
= 68.7 

2 
 

(ii) Mechanical efficiency= 
BHP 

IHP 

 
100 

BHP =  
100 

= 
68.7 

100 

70 
= 48.1 

(iii) Stroke-bore ratio = 
L

 
D 

15 
= 1.2 

12.5 

(iv) and (v) Compression ratio: Swept volume + Clearence volume 

Clearence volume 

Swept volume = A x L 
 

= (12.5)2 
4 

15 = 1841.5 cm3 



Compression ratio =    
1841.5      150    

 

                                                         150 

 

                                       

                                       = 13.3  
 

Example 5. Calculate the brake power of a 4 stroke 4 cylinder I.C. engine, having  

 
following                                                                                     dimensions:  

 

(a) Cylinder bore (D) = 125 mm  

 
(b) Stroke length (L) = 150 mm  

 

(c) Crankshaft speed (n) = 1000  
𝑟𝑒𝑣

𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

 

(d) Friction power 20 kW  
 

(e) Mean effective pressure (P) = 700 kPa (kilo Pascal) 

 
 (f) No. of cylinder x = 4  

 

Solution.  

 

Indicated power (ip), kW = 
𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
 

 

Where, 

 

 Pressure P = Pascal = N/𝑚2 

 
L = length of stroke, mm  

 

A = cross sectional area, m𝑚2 

 

 n = speed, rev/min.  
 

x = number of cylinder  

 

(ip), kW = 
700∗1000∗150

60∗1012
 x 



4
 x 

125∗125∗1000∗4

2
 

 

ip = 42.95 kW 

 
Brake power = Indicated power — friction power  

 

                        = 42.95 — 20 kW  
                       

                        = 22.95 kW  

 

 
 

 



Example 6. Calculate the brake power of a 2 cylinder 4 stroke cycle I.C. engine 12  
 

x 15 cm. The mean effective pressure is 700 kPa and speed of crankshaft is 1200  

 

revolutions per minute. The mechanical efficiency is 75%. 
 

 Solution.  

 
Bore diameter (D) = 120 mm  

 

Stroke length (L)   = 150 mm  

 
Mep (P)                  = 700 kPa  

 

Speed (n)               = 1200 rev/min.  
 

No. of cylinder x   = 2  

 

  ip   (kW)  = 
𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
                                               [For four stroke] 

            

                             =  
700∗1000∗150

60∗1012
 x 



4
 x 

120∗120∗1200∗2

2
   

           

                            = 23.75 kW  
 

Brake power   = 23.75 x 0.75 = 17.81 kW 

 

Example 7. A four cylinder four stroke engine having cylinder bore 7.5 cm, and  
 

stroke length 10 cm develops 15 kW at 1650 rev/min. Assuming a mechanical  

 

efficiency of 85%, find indicated power and mean effective pressure.  
 

Solution. 

 
 Given,               D  =  7.5 cm = 75 mm  

 

                            L  = 10 cm = 100 mm  

 
  brake power (bp) = 15 kW  

 

                            n = 1650 rev/min. 
                          

                      𝜂𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ= 85%  

              
                               x = 4   

               

                             ip =  bp/ƞ= 
15

0.85
 = 17.64 kW  

                           

                            ip =     
𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
  =  

𝑃∗100

60∗1012
 x 



4
 x 

75∗75∗1650∗4

2
     KW                        

  

  Or                 17.64 =    
𝑃∗24298.25

109
                        



 

  Or                          P = 
17.64∗109

24298.25
   Pascal 

 

                                 P = 725.97 Pa  

                     

Example 8. A four cylinder 4 stroke gas engine has cylinder diameter of 25 cm,  
 

stroke-bore ratio is 1.8, clearance volume 4500 cm3, engine speed 240 rev / min,  

 
mean effective pressure 700 kPa and mechanical efficiency is 75%. Calculate (i)  

 

ip, (ii) bp, (iii) compression ratio, (iv) swept volume.  

 
Solution.  

 

Given (i) Diameter D =25 cm = 250 mm  
 

           (ii) Stroke borevatio     = 1.8 

 

          (iii) Clearance volume  = 4500 c𝑚3 

 
           (iv) Speed n = 240 rev/min.  

 

           (v) Mep   (P) = 700 kPa  

 

          (vi)  𝜂𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ= 75%  

 

           (vii) Cylinder x = 4  
          

         Stroke L = 1.8 x D = 1 8 x 250 = 450 mm  

 

      Indicated power (ip)  = 
𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
 

      

                                 = 
700∗1000∗450

60∗1012
 x 



4
 x 

250∗250∗240∗4

2
 

                               

  
                           ip = 123.70 kW  

 

Brake power (bp) = 123.70 x 0.75  

 
                                = 92.77 kW  

 

Compression ratio(r)  =     
swept volume + clearance volume

clearance volume 
  

 

                                 (r)  =   
[ 

𝜋

4 
 x 252  x 45 ] + 4500

4500
 

   

Swept volume =  


4
  x 252 x 45  

                          

                         = 22089 cm 3  

 



Example 9. A diesel engine was tested with a prony brake, having a tare of 22 kg.  
 

The brake drum was 60 cm long. At a certain setting of fuel pump the engine ran  

 

1140 rev/min and the gross weight on the brake scale showed 222 kg. Find (i)  
 

power of the engine, (ii) crank shaft torque.  

 
Solution.  

 

Net weight = 222 - 22 = 200 kg  

 
Torque = 200 x 0.6 = 120 kg-m = 120 x 9.8 = 1176 N-m  

 

brake power (bp), W =  
2𝜋𝑛T

60
 

 
where, n = speed = 1140 rev/min. 

 

 T   = Torque in Neuton-metre i.e. N.m 
 

 bp =  
2𝜋  x 1140 x 120 x 9.8

60
   watts   

   

      = 140391.49 watts 

 
Power of Engine  = 140.39 kW 

 

Example 10. Determine the power and compression ratio of the engine, working on  
 

four stroke cycle principle. When it runs at 400 rev / min, the volume at the  

 

beginning of the compression is 0.032 m3, and at the end of compression is 0.005  
 

m3. The work done per cycle is 650 kg. m.  

 
Solution.  

 

Compression ratio = 0.032/ 0.005 = 
6.4

1
   

 

Total cycles/sec.    =   
400

2∗60
  = 

10

3
   

 

Work done in 
10

3
 cycles/se  =  

10

3
 x 650 kg.m/s   

 
 

                          = 2166.66 kg.m/s  

 

= 2166.66 x 9.8 N.m/s  
 

= 21233.26 watts.  

     
  Power of engine  = 21.23 kW  

 



Example 11. A high speed diesel engine operating at 2000 rev /min has a single  
 

cylinder. During compression stroke, the fuel injection starts, 20° before Top  

 

dead centre and ends at the top dead centre. Calculate the duration in seconds the  
 

fuel injection takes place in the cylinder.  

 
Solution.  

 

Revolution/sec = 2000/60 = 100/ 3  

 
Crankshaft angle/sec = 100/3 x 360/1 = 12000°  

 

Injection time for 20° rotation = 1 x 20 /12000 =  1/600 seconds.  
 

 

Example 12. Calculate the compression ratio and clearance volume of an engine  

 
whose dimensions are 100 x 120 mm and length of clearance space at the top dead  

 

centre being 8 mm only.  

 
Solution.  

   

Given,  
 

  Bore (D) = 100 mm  

 

  Stroke length = 120 mm  
 

  Total length of cylinder L = 12 + 0.8 = 12.8 cm  

 
  Height of clearance space = 0.8 cm 

     

    Clearance volume = area x height  

                               

                                        = 
𝜋

4
     x 102  x (0.8) = 62.8 𝑐𝑚3 

        

        Total volume = 
𝜋

4
 x 𝐷2 x  L x 12.8 = 1004.8 𝑐𝑚3  

         

         Compression ratio = 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 = 

1004.8

62.8
 

                                     

                                          = 
16

1
 

 

Example 13. How many times the power of an engine increases or decreases if the  

 
diameter of the piston is increased by 20%  and stroke length is reduced by 20%,  

 

all factors remaining the same.  
 



Solution.  
 

Let, engine is 4 stroke engine. 

 

Original power =  𝑃1 

 

Changed power = 𝑃2 
 

Original diameter = 𝐷1 

 

Changed diameter = 𝐷1 x 1.2  

 

Original stroke length = L  

 
Changed stroke length = 0.8 L 

 

No. of cylinder =    x 
 

power          𝑃1 = 
𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
 

                           

                          =   
𝑃𝐿 



4
  𝐷2 𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
                                     [with usual notations] 

 
Similarly , 

                      𝑃2 =  
𝑃(0.8) 𝐿 



4
  (1.2𝐷)2 𝑛

60∗1012
 x 

𝑥

2
 

              

                    
𝑃1

𝑃2
  = 

1

0.8 ∗1.44 
  = 

1

1.152 
 

                      

                             𝑃2 =  𝑃1 x 1.152 

 

       Power increases by 1.152 times  
 

 
 
 
 



 

LECTURE - 4 

DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF IC ENGINE – COOLING, LUBRICATING, FUEL INJECTION 

SYSTEMS 

Different systems available for efficient functioning of an engine are as follows 

1. fuel supply system 

2. lubrication system 

3. ignition system 

4. cooling system 

5. governor 

Fuel is a substance consumed by the engine to produce power. The common fuel for 

Internal Combustion engines are 

1. Petrol 

2. Power kerosene 

3. High speed diesel 

Calorific value of fuel 

The heat liberated by combustion of a fuel is known as calorific value or heat value of 

the fuel. It is expressed in kcal/kg of the fuel 

Sl. No Name of fuel Calorific value, kcal/kg 

1 Light Diesel Oil (L.D.O) 10300 

2 High speed diesel oil (HSD) 10550 

3 Power kerosene 10850 

4 Petrol 11100 

 
FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM IN SPARK IGNITION ENGINE 

The fuel supply system of spark ignition engine consists of 

1. Fuel tank 2. Sediment bowl 

3. Fuel lift pump 4. Carburetor 

5. Fuel pipes 

In some spark ignition engines the fuel tank is placed above the level of the carburetor. 

The fuel flows from fuel tank to the carburetor under the action of gravity. There are one or two 

filters between fuel tank and carburetor. A transparent sediment bowl is also provided to hold 

the dust and dirt of the fuel. If the tank is below the level of carburetor, a lift pump is provided in 

between the tank and the carburetor for forcing fuel from tank to the carburetor of the engine. 



The fuel comes from fuel tank to sediment bowl and then to the lift pump. From there the fuel 

goes to the carburetor through suitable pipes. From carburetor the fuel goes to the engine 

cylinder through inlet manifold of the engine. 

 

 

 

Carburetor 

The process of preparing air-fuel mixture away from the engine cylinder is called 

carburetion. and the device in which this process takes is called carburetor. 

Functions of carburetor 

1. To mix the air and fuel thoroughly 

2. To atomize the fuel 

3. To regulate the air- fuel ratio at different speeds and loads on the engine. 

4. to supply correct amount of mixture at different speeds and loads 

FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM IN DIESEL ENGINE 

Fuel supply system of diesel engine consists of the following components 

1. Fuel tank 

2. Fuel lift pump or fuel feed pump 

3. Fuel filter 

4. Fuel injection pump 

5. High pressure pipe 

6. Over flow valve 

7. Fuel injector 

Fuel is drawn from fuel tank by fuel feed pump and forced to injection pump through fuel 

filter. The injection pump supplies high pressure fuel to injection nozzles through delivery 

valves and high pressure pipes. Fuel is injected into the combustion chamber through 



injection nozzles. The fuel that leaks out from the injection nozzles passes out through 

leakage pipe and returns to the fuel tank through the over flow pipe. 

Over flow valve installed at the top of the filter keeps the feed pressure under specified 

limit. If the feed pressure exceeds the specified limit , the over flow valve opens and then 

the excess fuel returns to fuel tank through over flow pipe. 

 

Fuel tank 

It is a storage tank for diesel. A wire gauge strainer is provided under the cap to prevent 

foreign particles entering the tank 

Fuel lift pump 

It transfers fuel from fuel tank to inlet gallery of fuel injection pump 

Preliminary filter (sediment bowl assembly) 

This filter is mostly fitted on fuel lkift pump. It prevents foreign materials from reaching 

inside he fuel line. It consists of a glass cap with a gasket. 

Fuel filter 

Mostly two stage filters are used in diesel engines 

1. Primary filter 2. Secondary filter 

Primary filter removes coarse materials, water and dust. Secondary filter removes fine dust 

particles. 

Fuel injection pump 

It is a high pressure pump which supplies fuel to the injectors according to the firing 

order of the engine. It is used to create pressure varying from 120 kg/cm2 to 300 kg/cm2. It 

supplies the required quantity of fuel to each cylinder at appropriate time. 

Air venting of fuel system 



When air has entered the fuel lines or suction chamber of the injection pump, venting 

should be done properly.. Air is removed by the priming pump through the bleeding holes of the 

injection pump. 

Fuel injector 

It is the component which delivers finely atomized fuel under high pressure to 

combustion chamber of the engine. Modern tractor engines use fuel injectors which have 

multiple holes. Main parts of injectors are nozzle body, and needle valve. The needle valve is 

pressed against a conical seat in the nozzle body by a spring. The injection pressure is adjusted 

by adjusting a screw. In operation, fuel from injection pump enters the nozzle body through high 

pressure pipe. When fuel pressure becomes so high that it exceeds the set spring pressure, the 

needle valve lifts off its seat. The fuel is forced out of the nozzle spray holes into the combustion 

chamber. 



LECTURE - 05 
 

 
 
 
LUBRICATION SYSTEM 

IC engine is made of moving parts. Duo to continuous movement of two metallic 

surfaces over each other, there is wearing of moving parts, generation of heat and loss 

of power in engine. Lubrication of moving parts is essential to prevent all these harmful 

effects. 

Purpose of lubrication- 

1. Reducing frictional effect 

2. Cooling effect 

3. Sealing effect 

4. Cleaning effect 

Types of lubricants 

Lubricants are obtained from animal fat, vegetables and minerals. Vegetable lubricants 

are obtained from seeds, fruits and plants. Cotton seed oil, olive oil, linseed oil, caster oil are 

used as lubricants. Mineral lubricants are most popular for engines and machines. It is obtained 

from crude petroleum found in nature.. Petroleum lubricants are less expensive and suitable for 

internal combustion engines 

Engine lubrication system 

The lubricating system of an engine is an arrangement of mechanisms which maintains 

the supply of lubricating oil to the rubbing surfaces of an engine at correct pressure and 

temperature. 

The parts which require lubrication are 

1. Cylinder walls and piston] 



2. Piston pin 

3. crankshaft and connecting rod bearings 

4. Camshaft bearings 

5. Valve operating mechanism 

6. Cooling fan 

7. Water pump and 

8. Ignition mechanism 

Types of lubricating systems 

1. Splash system 

2. Forced feed system 

IGNITION SYSTEM 

Fuel mixture of IC engine must be ignited in the engine cylinder at proper time for useful 

work. Arrangement of different components for providing ignition at proper time in the engine 

cylinder is called Ignition system 

Types of ignition systems 

1. Ignition by electric spark or spark ignition 

2. Ignition by heat of compression or compression ignition 

3. Ignition by hot tube or hot bulb 

4. Ignition by open fire 

Only the first two are important methods for modern engines 

SPARK IGNITION 

The purpose of spark ignition is to deliver a perfectly timed surge of electricity across an 

open gap in each cylinder at the exact moment so that the charge may start burning with 

maximum efficiency 

Two types of spark ignition are a) Battery ignition b) magneto ignition 

MAGNETO IGNITION SYSTEM 



 
 

 
 

 

In magneto ignition system a magneto is used to generate electric current for 

producing spark. A high tension magneto generates a very high voltage needed for 

spark plug 

Main components of magneto ignition system 

a) Frame b) Permanent magnet 

c) Armature d) Soft iron field 

e) rotor f) Primary and secondary winding 

g) Breaker points h) Condenser 

 
 

The armature consists of an iron core on which there are two sets of windings 1) Primary 

2) Secondary 

The armature is driven by the engine. As the armature rotates, primary windings cut the 

lines of force of magnetic field and an induced current flows in the primary circuit. As the primary 

current reaches its maximum value in each direction, the primary circuit is suddenly opened by 

a contact breaker and the current collapses. This action induces a very high voltage in the 

secondary winding which causes a momentary spark to jump at the spark plug gap. A distributor 



is provided which carries current to the spark plug through high tension wires. The condenser is 

used to eliminate the arching at the breaker points and intensifying the current in the secondary 

circuit. For multi cylinder engines, a distributor and a rotor are required to distribute the current 

to different spark plugs. 

 

Magneto ignition system 
 
 

 

Magneto ignition system 

COOLING SYSTEM 

Fuel is burnt inside the cylinder of an internal combustion engine to produce power. The 

temperature produced on the power stroke of an engine can be as high as 1600 ºC and this is 

greater than melting point of engine parts.. The best operating temperature of IC engines lie 

between 140 F and 200 ºF and hence cooling of an IC engine is highly essential. . It is 

estimated that about 40% of total heat produced is passed to atmosphere via exhaust, 30% is 

removed by cooling and about 30% is used to produce power. 

Purpose of cooling 

1. To maintain optimum temperature of engine for efficient operation under all conditions. 



2. To dissipate surplus heat for protection of engine components like cylinder, cylinder 

head, piston, piston rings, and valves 

3. To maintain the the lubricating property of oil inside engine 

Methods of cooling 

1. Air cooled system 

2. Water cooled system 

AIR COOLING SYSTEM 

Air cooled engines are those engines in which heat is conducted from the working 

components of the engine to the atmosphere directly. 

Principle of air cooling- The cylinder of an air cooled engine has fins to increase the area 

of contact of air for speedy cooling. The cylinder is normally enclosed in a sheet metal 

casing called cowling. The fly wheel has blades projecting from its face, so that it acts like a 

fan drawing air through a hole in the cowling and directed it around the finned cylinder. For 

maintenance of air cooled system, passage of air is kept clean by removing grasses etc. by 

a stiff brush of compressed air 

Advantages of air cooled engine 

1. It is simple in design and construction 

2. Water jackets, radiators, water pump, thermostat, pipes, hoses are not required 

3. It is more compact 

4. Lighter in weight 

Disadvantages 

1. There is uneven cooling of engine parts 

2. Engine temperature is generally high during working period 

Air cooled engine 



WATER COOLING SYSTEM 

Engines using water as cooling medium are called water cooled engines. Water is 

circulated round the cylinders to absorb heat from the cylinder walls. The heated water is 

conducted through a radiator to remove the heat and cool the water. 

Methods of water cooling 

1. Open jacket or hopper method 

2. Thermo siphon method 

3. Forced circulation method 

1. Open jacket method 

There is a hopper or jacket containing water which surrounds the engine cylinder. So 

long as the hopper contains water the engine continues to operate satisfactorily. As soon as 

the water starts boiling it is replaced by cold water.. The hopper is large enough to run for 

several hours without refilling. A drain plug is provided in a low accessible position for 

draining water as and when required. 

2. Thermo siphon method 

It consists of a radiator, water jacket, fan, temperature gauge and hose connections. The 

system is based on the principle that heated water which surrounds the cylinder becomes 

lighter and it rises upwards in liquid column. Hot water goes to the radiator where it passes 

through tubes surrounded by air. Circulation of water takes place due to the reason that 

water jacket and radiator are connected at both sides i.e. at top and bottom. A fan is driven 

with the help of a V belt to suck air through tubes of the radiator unit, cooling radiator water. 

The disadvantage of the system is that circulation of water is greatly reduced by 

accumulation of scale or foreign matter in the passage and consequently causing over 

heating of the engine. 

3. Forced Circulation system 

In this method, a water pump is used to force water from radiator to the water jacket of 

the engine. After circulating the entire run of water jacket, water comes back to the radiator 

where it loses its heat by the process of radiation. To maintain the correct engine 

temperature , a thermostat valve is placed at the outer end of cylinder head. Cooling liquid is 

by-passed through the water jacket of th3e engine until the engine attains the desired 

temperature. The thermostat valve opens and the by-pass is closed, allowing the water to  

go to the radiator. The system consists of the following components 

1. Water pump 2. Radiator 

3. Fan 4. Fan-belt 



5. Water jacket 6. Thermostat valve 

7. Temperature gauge 7. Hose pipe 

Water pump 

It is a centrifugal pump. It draws the cooled water from bottom of the radiator and 

delivers it to the water jackets surrounding the engine.. 

Thermostat valve 

It is a control valve used in cooling system to control the flow of water when activated by 

a temperature signal. 

Fan 

The fan is mounted on the water pump shaft. It is driven by the same belt that drives the 

pump and dynamo. The purpose of radiator is to provide strong draft of air through the 

radiator to improve engine cooling 

Water jacket - Water jackets are passages cored out around the engine cylinder as well as 

around the valve opening 

 

Forced Circulation cooling system- Water cooled engine 



 

Forced Circulation cooling system- Water cooled engine 

GOVERNOR 

Governor is mechanical device, designed to control the soeed of the engine with in 

specified limit., used on tractor or stationary engine for 

1. Maintaining a nearly constant speed of engine under different load conditions 

2. Protecting the engine and attached equipments against high speeds, when the 

load is removed or reduced 

Types of governors 

1. Centrifugal governor 

2. Pneumatic governor 

3. Hydraulic governor 

Governor regulation 

The governor is fited on an engine for maintaining a constant speeed , even then some 

variation in speed is observed at full load and no load conditions. In normal working , a variation 

of about 100 rev/min is observed between full load and noload conditions for a good governor. 

Hence it is possible to regulate the governor to maintain a higher or lower speed by changing 

the tention of the spring . The extent of regulatyion done , is expressed inbterms of percentage 

called percentage regulation. This is also called speed drop. It is the variation in the engine 

speed between full load and no load condition. It is usually expressed as percentage of rated 

speed. This is given by 



N1 – N2 

R = ---------------------------- 100 

( N1 + N2 )/2 

Where , 

R – % regulation, 

N1 – Speed at no load, rpm 

N2 – Speed at full load, rpm 

 
Problem- Find the percentage regulation in a governor if speed at no load is 1600 

rev/min and at full load is 1500 rev/min 

 
Governor hunting 

Governor hunting is the erratic variation of the speed of the governor when it over 

compensates for speed changes. When the governor produces a periodic effect on the engine 

speed like too fast and then too slow, then too fast and so on it is a sign of governor hunting. In 

such cases it is observed that when the engine speeds up quickly, the governor suddenly 

responds, the speed drops quickly, the governor again responds and this process is repeated. 

The reason for governor hunting may be due to incorrect adjustment of fuel pump or carburetor, 

improper adjustment of the idling screw and excessive friction. Hunting may be due to governor 

being too stiff or due to some obstruction in free movement of governor components. 

 



LECTURE -06 
 

 Power transmission system 

Transmission is a speed reducing mechanism, equipped with several gears 

(Fig.11). It may be called a sequence of gears and shafts, through which the 

engine power is transmitted to the tractor wheels. The system consists of 

various devices that cause forward and backward movement of tractor to suit 

different field condition. The complete path of power from the engine to the 

wheels is called power train. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Power transmission system of tractor 

 

 

Function of power transmission system 

(i) to transmit power from the engine to the rear wheels of the tractor. 

(ii) to make reduced speed available, to rear wheels of the tractor. 

(iii) to alter the ratio of wheel speed and engine speed in order to suit the field 

conditions. 

(iv) to transmit power through right angle drive, because the crankshaft and 

rear axle are normally at right angles to each other. 

The power transmission system consists of: (a) clutch, (b) transmission gears 

(a) differential, (d) final drive, (e) rear axle, (f) rear wheels. Combination of 

all these components is responsible for transmission of power. 



Clutch 

Clutch is a device, used to connect and disconnect the tractor engine from the 

transmission gears and drive wheels. Clutch transmits power by means of 

friction between driving members and driven members. 

Necessity of clutch in a tractor 

Clutch in a tractor is essential for the following reasons: 

(i) Engine needs cranking by any suitable device. For easy cranking, the 

engine is disconnected from the rest of the transmission unit by a suitable 

clutch. After starting the engine, the clutch is engaged to transmit power from 

the engine to the gear box. 

(ii) In order to change the gears, the gear box must be kept free from the 

engine power, otherwise the gear teeth will be damaged and engagement of 

gear will not be perfect. This work is done by a clutch. 

(iii) When the belt pulley of the tractor works in the field it needs to be 

stopped without stopping the engine. This is done by a clutch. 

Essential features of a good clutch 

(i) It should have good ability of taking load without dragging and chattering. 

(ii)It should have higher capacity to transmit maximum power without 

slipping. 

(iii) Friction surface should be highly resistant to heat effect. 

(iv) The control by hand lever or pedal lever should be easy. 

Types of clutch 

Clutches are mainly of three types: 

(1) Friction clutch (2) Dog clutch (3) Fluid coupling. 

Friction clutch (Fig.12) is most popular in four wheel tractors. Fluid clutch is 

also used in some tractors these days. Dog clutch is mostly used in power 

tillers. Friction clutch may be subdivided into three classes: (a) Single plate 

clutch or single disc clutch (b) Multiple plate clutch or multiple disc clutch (c) 

Cone clutch. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Single plate clutch 



Gears 

Speed varies according to the field requirements and so a number of gear 

ratios are provided to suit the varying conditions. Gears are usually made 

of alloy steels. As the tractor has to transmit heavy torque all the time, 

best quality lubricants free from sediments, grit, alkali and moisture, is 

used for lubrication purpose. SAE 90 oil is generally recommended for 

gear box. 

 
Differential 

Differential unit (Fig.13) is a special arrangement of gears to permit one 

of the rear wheels of the tractor to rotate slower or faster than other. While 

turning the tractor on a curve path, the inner wheel has to travel lesser 

distance than the outer wheel. The inner wheel requires lesser power than 

the outer wheel, this condition is fulfilled by differential unit, which 

permits one of the rear wheels of the tractor to move faster than the other 

at the turning point. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13. Tractor differential unit 

 

 

Differential lock 

Differential lock is a device to join both half axles of the tractor so that 



even  if one wheel is under less resistance, the tractor comes out from the 

mud etc as both wheels move with the same speed and apply equal 

traction. 

 
Final drive 

Final drive is a rear reduction unit in the power trains between the 

differential 

and drive wheels. 
 



LECTURE-7 

TRACTORS- TYPES AND UTILITIES 

Tractor is a self propelled power unit having wheels or tracks for operating 

agricultural implements and machines including trailers. Tractor engine is used as a 

prime mover for active tools and stationary farm machinery through power-take off (pto) 

or belt pulley 

 

wheel tractors 

TRACTOR DEVELOPMENT 

The present tractor is the result of gradual development of machine in different 

stages. History of tractor development is given below. 

1890- The word tractor appeared first on record in a patent issued on a tractor or traction 

engine invented by George H. Harris of Chicago 

1906- Successful gasoline tractor was introduced by Charles w. Hart and Charles H. 

Parr of Charles City, Iowa 

1908- First Winnipeg tractor trails were held 

1911- First tractor demonstration was held at Omaha ( Nebraska) 

1915-1919- Power take off was introduced 

1920-1924- All purpose was developed 

1936- 1937 – Diesel engine was used in tractor and pneumatic tires were introduced 

1950-1960- Manufacturing of diesel tractors on extensive basis throughout the world 

was taken up 

1960-1961 – Tractor manufacturing was started in India by first manufacturer M/s Eicher 

Good Earth 

1962-1970 – Manufacturers like Tractor and Farm Equipment , Madras , Hindustan 

tractors at Baroda, Escorts Tractors at Faridabad and International Harvester in Bombay 

started work during this period 



1971- Escorts Tractor Ltd. Started producing Ford Tractors 

1973- Manufacture of HMT Tractor was started 

1974- Manufacture of Pitti and Kirlosker Tractor was started 

1975- Harsha Tractors was established 

1981- Auto tractors were started 

1982- Universal Tractors was established 

1983-2003- GTCL tractors, M.M Tractors, Sonalika, VST, L&T, Bajaj Tractors were 

produced 

CLASSIFICATION OF TRACTORS 

Tractors can be classified into three classes on the basis of structural design 

1. Wheel tractor 

2. crawler tractor 

3. walking type tractor 

Wheel tractor 

Tractors having three or four pneumatic wheels are called wheel tractors. Four  

wheel tractors are popular everywhere 

  

Three wheel tractor Four wheel tractor 

Crawler tractor 

This type is also called Track type tractor or Chain type tractor. In such tractors , 

there is endless chain or track in place of pneumatic wheels  



  

Crawler tractors 

Power tiller 

Power tiller is a walking type tractor. This tractor is usually fitted with two wheels 

only. The direction of travel and its controls for field operation is performed by the 

operator, walking behind the tractor 

 

Power tillers 

Classification of wheel tractors 

On the basis of purpose, wheeled tractors are classified into three groups  

a. General purpose tractor b. Row crop tractor 

c. Special purpose tractor 

a) General purpose tractor 

It is used for major farm operations such as ploughing, sowing, harvesting and 

transporting works. Such tractors have i) low ground clearance ii)Increased engine 

power iii) good adhesion and iv) wide tyres 



  

General purpose tractors 

b) Row crop tractors 

It is used for row crop cultivation. Such tractor is provided with replaceable driving 

wheels of different tread widths. It has high ground clearance to save damage of crops. 

Wide wheel track can be adjusted to suit inter row distance 

  

Row crop tractors 

c) Special purpose tractor 

It is used for definite jobs like cotton fields, marshy lands, hill sides, garden etc. 

special designs are there for special purpose tractor. 

Eg. a) Tractor with winch unit b) multi drive tractor c) tractor for golf grounds etc. 



Tractor with winch unit Multi drive tractors 
 

 

tractor for golf grounds 

 
 

SELECTION OF TRACTOR 

Selection of tractors depend up on following factors 

1. Land holding: Under a single cropping pattern, it is normally recommended to 

consider 1 hp for every 2 hectare of land. In other words , one tractor 20-25 hp is 

suitable for 40 hectare farm 

2. Cropping pattern: Generally 1.5 hectare/hp has been recommended where 

adequate irrigation facility are available and more than one crop is taken. So a 30-35 hp 

tractor is suitable for 40 hectare of land. 

3. Soil condition: A tractor with less wheel base , higher ground clearance and low 

overall weight may work successfully in lighter soils buy will not be able to give sufficient 

depth in black cotton soils 

4. Climatic condition: For very hot zone and desert area , air cooled engines are 

preferred over water cooled engines. Similarly for higher altitude air cooled engines are 

preferred because water cooled engines are liable to be frozen at high altitudes 

5. Repair facilities: It should be ensured that the tractor to be purchased has a dealer 

at near by place with all the technical skills for repair and maintenance of the machine. 

6. Running cost: Tractors with less specific fuel consumption should be preferred over 

others so that the running cost may be less. 

7. Initial cost and resale value: While keeping the resale value in mind , the initial cost 

should not be very high, otherwise higher amount of interest have to be paid 

8. Test report: Test report of tractors released from farm machinery testing stations 

should be consulted for guidance 



 

WHEEL TRACTOR 

Components 

1. I.C Engine 

2. Clutch 

3. Transmission gears 

4. Differential unit 

5. Final drive 

6. Real wheel 

7. Front wheels 

8. Steering mechanism 

9. Hydraulic control and hitch system 

10. Brakes 

11. Power-take-off unit 

12. Tractor pulley 

13. Draw bar and 

14. Control panel 

1. I.C engine 

Internal combustion of suitable horse power is used as a prime mover in a tractor. 

Engines ranging from 8 to 200 hp are used in agricultural tractors. In India , four wheel 

tractors for agricultural operations are fitted with 25-80 hp. Walking type tractors are 

fitted with 8-12 hp engines 

2. Clutch 

Clutch is a device, used to connect and disconnect the tractor engine from the 

transmission gears and drive wheels. Clutch transmits power by means of friction 

between driving members and driven members 

Necessity of clutch in a tractor 

1. Engine needs cranking by any suitable device. For easy cranking, the engine is 

disconnected from the rest of the transmission unit by the clutch. After starting the 

starting the engine, the clutch is engaged to transmit the power from engine to gear  box 

2. In order to change the gears, the gear box must be kept free from engine power, 

otherwise the gear teeth will be damaged and engagement of  gears will be difficult. This 

work is done by clutch 



3. When the belt pulley of the tractor works in the field it needs to be stopped with out 

stopping the engine. This is done by a clutch 

3. power transmission system of a tractor) 

Transmission is a speed reducing mechanism, equipped with several gears. It 

may be called a sequence of gears and shafts, through which the engine power is 

transmitted to the tractor wheels. The system consists of various devices, which cause 

forward and backward movement of tractor to suit different field conditions. The 

complete path of power from engine to wheel is called power train 

Functions of power transmission system 

1. To transmit power from the engine to the rear wheels of the tractor 

2. To make reduced speed available, to rear wheels of the tractor 

3. To alter the ratio of wheel speed and engine speed in order to suit the field 

conditions 

4. To transmit power through right angle drive, because the crankshaft and rear axle 

are normally at right angles to each other. 

The power transmission system consists of : 

1. Clutch 2. Transmission gears 

3. Differential 4. Final drive 

5. Rear axle 6. Rear wheels 

4. Transmission gears 

A tractor runs at high speed, but the rear wheel of the tractor requires power at 

low speed and high torque. That’s why it becomes essential to reduce the engine 

speeed and increase the torque available at the rear wheel of the tractor  because 

2ΠNT 

Power, kW = ------------ 

60 X 1000 

Where, 

T is torque in Newton –meter 

N = speed in rev/min 

If engine power is constant, it is obvious that for higher torque at wheels , low speed 

is required and vice versa.. So gear box is fitted between engine and rear wheels for 

variable speed and torque. 

5. Differential unit 



Differential unit is a special arrangement of gears to permit one of the rear wheels of 

the tractor to rotate slower or faster than the other. While turning the tractor on a curved 

path, the inner wheel has to travel lesser distance than the outer wheel. The inner wheel 

requires lesser power than the outer wheel. This condition is fulfilled by differential unit, 

which permits one of the rear wheels of the tractor to move faster than the other at a 

turning point. 

Differential Lock 

Differential lock is a device to join both half axles of the tractor so that even if one 

wheel is less resistance , the tractor comes out of the mud etc. as both wheels move 

with the same speed and apply equal traction. 

6. Final drive 

Final drive is a gear reduction unit in the power trains between differentials and drive 

wheels. Final drive transmits the power finally to the rear axle and the wheels. The 

tractor rear wheels are not directly attached to the half shafts but the drive is taken 

through a pair of spur gears. Each half shaft terminates in a small gear which meshes 

with a large gear called bull gear. The bull gear is mounted on a shaft, carrying the 

tractor rear wheel. The device for final speed reduction, suitable for tractor rear wheels  is 

known as final drive mechanism. 

7. Steering mechanism 

The system, governing the angular movement of front wheels of a tractor is called 

steering system. This system minimizes the efforts of the operator in turning the front 

wheels with the application of leverages. The different components of steering system 

are i)steering wheel ii) steering shaft iii)steering gear iv0 drag link v)steering arm vii) tie 

rod viii) king pin 

When the operator turns the steering wheel, the motion is transmitted through the 

steering shaft to the angular motion of the pitman arm through a set of gears. The 

angular movement of the pitman arm is further transmitted to the steering arm through 

drag link and tie rods. Steering arm are keyed to the respective king pins which are 

integral part of the stub axle on which wheels are mounted. The movement of steering 

arm affects the movement of front wheel 

8. Hydraulic control system 

It is a mechanism in a tractor to raise , hold or lower the mounted implement or semi - 

mounted equipments by hydraulic means. All tractors are equipped with hydrauli c control 

system for operating three point hitch of the tractor. Hydraulic system works on 



PASCAL’s Law which states that pressure applied to an enclosed fluid is transmitted 

equally in all directions. 

Basic components of hydraulic system 

1. Hydraulic pump 

2. Hydraulic cylinder and piston 

3. Hydraulic tank 

4. Control valve 

5. Safety valve 

6. Hose pipe and fittings 

7. Lifting arms 

The hydraulic pump draws up oil from the oil reservoir and sends it to the control 

valve under high pressure. From the control valve, the oil goes to the hydraulic cylinder 

to operate the piston, which in turn, raises the arms. The implements attached with the 

arms are lifted up. 

9. Brakes 

Brake is used to stop or slow down the motion of the tractor. It is mounted on the 

driving axle and operated by two independent pedals. Each pedal can be operated 

independently to assist the turning of tractor during field work or locked together by 

means of a lock. 

Types of brakes – a) Mechanical brake b) hydraulic brake 

10. Power take off 

It is a part of tractor transmission system. It consists of a shaft, a shield and a cover. The 

shaft is externally splined to transmit tortional power to another machine. A rigid guard 

fitted on a tractor covers the power-take-off shaft as a safety device. The guard is called 

power take off shield. As per ASAE standards PTO speed is 540+ 10 rpm when 

operating under load. In order to operate 1000 rpm PTO drive machine, a new standard 

has been developed. 



 

PTO on a tractor 

PTO drive 

11. Belt pulley 

All tractors are provided with a belt pulley. The function of the pulley is to transmit power 

from the tractor to stationary machinery by means of a belt. It is used to operate 

thresher, centrifugal pump, silage cutter, and several other machinery. The pul ley is 

located either on the left , right or rear side of the tractor. Pulley drive is engaged or 

disengaged from the engine by means of a clutch. 

 

Belt pulley connected to 

tractor PTO 

11. Control board or dash board 

The control board of a tractor generally consists of 

1. Main switch 2. Throttle 

PTO shaft 



3. Decompression lever 4. Hour meter 

5. Light switch` 6. Horn button 

7. Battery charging indicator 8. oil pressure indicator 

9. Water temperature gauge 

1. Main switch - When the main switch is on , the electric current floes in the electric 

circuit 

2. Throttle lever - This lever is for increasing or decreasing the speed of the engine. 

3. Decompression lever - This lever releases the compression pressure from the 

combustion chamber of the engine and helps to start the engine. 

4. Hour meter - This meter indicates the engine hour as well as engine revolution per 

minute 

5. Light switch - light switch is for light points only 

6. Horn button - This is for horn of the tractor 

7. Battery charger indicator - This indicates the charge and discharge of the battery. 

8. Oil pressure indicator - this indicates the lubricating oil pressure in the system 

9. Water temperature gauge - this indicates the temperature of water of the cooling 

system 

  

Tractor dash board 

 
 

IMPORTANT TERMS CONNECTED WITH TRACTORS 

1. Wheel base: Wheel base is the horizontal distance between the front and rear 

wheels of a tractor 

2. Ground clearance: It is the height of the lowest point of the tractor from the ground 

surface, the tractor being loaded to its permissible weight 

3. Track: Track in the distance between the two wheels of the tractor on the same 

axle., measured at the ground contact 



4. Turning space: It is the diameter of the smallest circle , described by the outer most 

point of the tractor, while moving at a speed not exceeding 3 km/hr with thr steering 

wheels in full lock. 

5. Cage wheels: It is a wheel or an attachment to a wheel with spaced cross bars for 

improving traction of the tractor in a wet field. It is generally used in paddy field 

CRAWLER TRACTOR 

A crawler tractor (also called: track-type tractor, tractor crawler, or track-laying 

vehicle) is a vehicle that runs on continuous tracks instead of wheels. In agriculture they 

are used for land clearing and land leveling works. The principal advantages of crawler 

tractor over wheeled tractors are that they are in contact with a larger surface area than 

the wheeled tractor, and as a result exert a much lower force per unit area on the  ground 

than a conventional wheeled tractor of the same weight. This makes them suitable for 

use on soft, low friction and uneven ground such as mud, ice and snow. The principal 

disadvantage is that tracks are a more complex mechanism than a wheel, and relatively 

prone to failure modes such as snapped or derailed tracks. 

 

 

 
Crawler tractor or chain type tractor has the following characterizes 

1. It is designed to secure good adhesion and transmit high drawbar pull in difficult field 

conditions, where wheel tractors fail to secure adequate grip on the soil 

2. It provides large area of contact with the ground 

3. It is useful at places where adhesion is difficult and rolling resistance is  high 

4. It is most suited for heavy work, specially earth moving work and reclamation work 

5. It is used for all types of agricultural works with heavy implements 

Crawler type tractors mainly consists of 

1. Track frame assembly 2. Track chain 

3. Steering clutch 4. steering brake 



POWER TILLER 

It is a prime mover in which the direction of travel and its control for field operation is 

performed by the operator walking behind it. It is also known as Hand tractor or walking 

type tractor. The concept of power tiller came in the world in the year 1920. Japan is the 

first country to use power tiller on large scale. In Japan , the first successful model of 

power tiller was designed in the year 1947.In India power tiller was introduced in the 

year 1963. Manufacturing of several makes of power tillers like Iseki, Sato, Krishi, 

Kubota, Yanmar and Mitsubishi were started in India after 1962 

In agricultural power tillers are used for ploughing, sowing, spraying, harvesting and 

transporting works. It is the most wanted machine for puddling operation in rice 

cultivation. 

 

Power tiller 

Power tiller 

Components of power tiller 

1. Engine 2. Transmission gears 

3. Clutch 4. Brakes 

5. Rotary unit 



All power tillers are fitted with an I.C. engine. At present makes like Kubota, 

Mitsubishi, Krishi, Yanmar and Satoh use diesel engine. Iseki make use kerosene 

engine. 

Operation of a power tiller ( power transmission in a power tiller) 

For operation of power tiller, the power is obtained from the I>C engine, fitted on the 

power tiller. The engine power goes to the main clutch with the help of belt or chain. 

From main clutch power is divided in two routes, one goes to transmission geras, 

steering clutch and the to wheels. The other component goes to the tilling clutch and 

then to tilling attachment .V- belt pulley is usually used to transmit power from the engine 

to the main clutch 

Main clutch: Power goes from engine to main clutch through V- belt – pulley 

arrangement 

Transmission gears: Transmission gears consists of gears, shafts, and bearings. 

Transmission gears reduce speed of the engine and increase the torque at the wheels.  

Brakes: All power tillers have braking arrangement for stopping the movement of power 

tiller. 

Wheels: Usually two to four ply pneumatic tyre are used in power tillers for the wheels. 

The inflation pressure ranges from 1.1 to 1.4 kg/cm2. 

Rotary unit: Power tillers have a rotary unit for field operation. Rotary tines are used in 

rotary unit for soil cutting and pulverizing purposes. Rotary tines are of three types  

a) Straight tines b) Curved tines 

c) L shape blades 

Uses 

a) For puddling operation in paddy fields- using rotary tines 

b) For cutting and pulverizing the soil in dry lands and in garden lands 

c) For cutting and pulverizing the stubbles of sugarcane, maize and cotton 

d) For sowing and inter-cultivation works 

e) For spraying of orchard trees 

f) For transporting purposes 



C S i 

LECTOR- 08 

Cost Analysis of Tractor 

The cost of operation of tractor is divided under two heads known as Fixed 

cost and Operating cost. 

Fixed cost includes: (i) Depreciation, (ii) Interest on the capital, (iii) Housing, 

(iv) Insurance and (v) Taxes. 

Operating cost includes: (i) Fuel, (ii) Lubricants, (iii) Repairs and 

maintenance, and (iv) Wages. 

 
Fixed cost 

Depreciation: It is the loss of value of a machine with the passing of time. 

 
D 

 

Where 

D is the depreciation per year 

C is the capital investment 

S is the salvage value, 10% of capital 

H is the number of working hours per year and 

L is the life of machine in years 

 
Interest: Interest is calculated on the average investment of the tractor taking 

into consideration the value of the tractor in first and last year. 

I 
2 H 

Where 

I is the interest per hour 

I is the % rate of interest per year 

 
 

Housing: Housing cost is calculated on the basis of the prevailing rates in the 

locality. In general, it may be taken as 1% of the initial cost of the tractor per 

year. 

Insurance: Insurance charge is calculated on the basis of the actual payment 

to the insurance company. In general, it may be taken as 1% of the initial cost 

of the tractor per year. 

Taxes: Taxes is calculated on the basis of the actual taxes paid per year. In 

general, it may be taken as 1% of the initial cost of the tractor per year. 

C S 

L H 



C S 

L H 

Operating cost 

Fuel cost: It is calculated on the basis of actual fuel consumption in the 

tractor. 

Lubricants: Charges for lubricants should be calculated on the actual 

consumption. In general, it may be takes 30 to 35% of the fuel cost. 

Repairs and maintenance: It varies between 5 to 10% of the initial cost of 

the tractor per year. 

Wages: It is calculated on the basis of actual wages of the driver. 

 
 

Problem 1: 

Calculate the cost of operation of a 35 HP tractor per hour and hp hour. Initial 

cost is Rs. 5,50,000-00, life of the tractor is 12 years, number of working 

hours are 1200 per year, interest on the capital is 10%, cost of the diesel is Rs. 

40/- per litre, fuel consumption is 5 litres per hour, wages of the driver is Rs. 

36,000/-, lubricants cost is 35% of the fuel cost, repairs and replacements is 

10% of initial cost; housing, taxes and insurance is 1.5% each of the initial 

cost. 

Solution 

Data given: C = Rs. 5,50,000/- 

L = 12 years 

H = 1200 hours er year 

i = 10% 

Cost of diesel = Rs.40/- per litre 

Fuel consumption = 5 litres/hour 

Wages of the driver = Rs. 36,000/- per annum 

Lubricants cost = 35% of fuel cost. 

Repairs and replacements cost = 10% of initial cost 

Housing, taxes and insurance = 1.5% each of the initial cost 

 

Fixed cost 

Depreciation 
 

D = 

 

 

 
 

= Rs. 38.19 per hour 
 

( Since salvage value is not given, hence it is taken as “0”) 

550000 0 

12  1200 
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Interest 

 
I 

2 H 
 

I =          = Rs. 22.92 per hour 
 

 

 

Housing cost 

H =  
1.5 

100 

 
550000 

1 

1200 

 

= 6.87 per hour 

Similarly, Insurance is Rs. 6.87 and Taxes are Rs. 6.87 per hour 

Total fixed cost per hour = 38.19+22.92+6.87+6.87+6.87 = Rs. 81.72 

 
Operating cost 

Fuel cost = 40 ×5 = Rs. 200.00 per hour 
 

Lubricants cost = 
35 

100 

 
200 

 

= Rs. 70.00 per hour 

 

Repairs and replacements cost = 
10 

100 

 
550000 

1 

1200 

 

= Rs. 45.83 

 

Wages = 

 

                                            

36000 
= Rs. 30.00 

1200 
 
 

Total operating cost per hour = 200+70+45.83+30 = Rs. 345.83 

Total cost of operation per hour = Total fixed cost + Total operatingcost                                            

= 81.72 + 345.83 = Rs. 427.55 

Total cost of operation per hp per hour =    427.55 
 

 

                                                                            35 

                                                                

                                                                  =Rs 12.22 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

550000 0  10  1 

2  100  1200 
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In reciprocating engines, the principle lubrication requiring surfaces are: 

1. Piston and cylinders 

 

2. Crankpin and their bearings 

In small engines bearing pressure is low and the crankpins are sometimes lubricated by 

splashing oil. For this purpose bottom of connecting rod is attached with a dipper which 

dips into the oil when the connecting rod comes down. 

 

 



3. Crankshaft and their bearings 

 

4. Wristpin and their bearings 

5. Valve gear 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lubrication system: 

1. Mist lubrication system 

 



2. Wet sump lubrication system 

 

 



 



 



 

3. Dry sump lubrication system 

 

 

 

 



Properties of Lubricant 

4. Viscosity: Viscosity is a measure of the resistance to flow or the internal friction of the 

lubricant. It is used to grade lubricants. Viscosity is inversely proportional to 

temperature. If temp. increases, the viscosity of the lubricant decreases and if temp. 

decreases, the viscosity of the lubricant increases. That is why low viscos oil is 

recommended for automobile engines in winter than summer. It also explains why 

engines are so hard to start in very cold weather. The viscosity of a lubricant should be 

just sufficient to ensure lubrication. If it is more than this value, power loss will be 

higher due to increased oil resistance. 

5. Oiliness: It is the property of a lubricating oil to spread & attach itself firmly to the 

bearing surfaces. Generally, the oiliness of the lubricating oil should be high 

particularly when it is to be used for mating surfaces subjected to a high intensity of 

press. So that the metal is protected by a layer of the oil and the wear is considerably 

reduced. 

6. Flash Point: Flash point of an oil is the minimum temp. at which sufficient flammable 

vapour is driven off to flash when bought in contact with a flame. The flash point of the 

lubricating oil must be higher than the temp. likely to be developed in the bearings in 

order to avoid the possibility of fire hazards. 

7. Fire Point: The minimum temperature at which the inflammable vapours will continue 

to form and burn steadily once ignited. The fire point of a lubricant also must be high 

so that the oil does not burn in service. 

8. Cloud Point: It is the temp. at which the lubricating oil changes its state from liquid to 

solid. At this temperature (slightly above solidification point) the separation of wax 

become visible 

9. Pour Point: It is the lowest temp. at which the lubricating oil will pour. This property 

must be considered because of its effect on starting an engine in cold weather. 

10. Corrosiveness: The present of acid (mineral acid, petroleum acid) is harmful to the 

metal surfaces. The lubrication oil should not attack chemically the materials used for 

the mating components. The lubricant should not be corrosive, but it should give 

protection against corrosion. 

11. Adhesives: It is the property of lubricating oil due to which the oil particles sticks with 

the metal surface. 

12. Cleanliness: A lubricating oil must be clean. It should not contain dust and dirt particles 

 



TYPES OF LUBRICANTS: 

Lubricants are at following three types. 

1. Solid: graphic, mica etc 

2. Semi solid: grease 

3. Liquid: mineral oil, vegetable oil, animal oil etc. 

Graphite is often mixed with oil to lubricate automobile spring. Graphite is also used 

as a cylinder lubricant. Grease is used for chassis lubrication. Mineral oils are almost 

used for engine lubrication. 

Grade of lubricants: Generally lubricating oils are graded by their SAE (Society of 

automotive engineers) viscosity no.  

5w,10w,20w SAE no. lubricating oil are for winter use. 

20,30,40 SAE no. lubricating oil are for summer use. 

 



COOLING SYSTEM 



Variation of Gas Temperature During a Cycle 





Liquid or Water Cooled System 



Direct or non-return system 



Thermosyphon system 

• Heat is supplied to the fluid in tank A. because of relatively lower 

density, the hot fluid travels up and its place been taken by 

comparatively cold fluid from the tank B. 

• The hot fluid travels from tank A to B where it get cooled. Thus the 

fluid circulated through the system in form of convection current. 

 



Fig. Principle of thermosyphon system 



Forced circulation cooling system 

• This system is used in a large number of vehicles like cars, buses, trucks 

and other heavy vehicles. Here, circulation of water takes place with 

convection currents helped by a pump. 

• The water or coolant is circulated through jackets around the parts of 

the engine to be cooled, and is kept in motion by a centrifugal pump, 

driven from the engine. A thermostat is used to control the water 

temperature required for cooing. 

 



Evaporative cooling system 

• In this system, the engine will be cooled because of the evaporation of 

the water in the cylinder jackets into steams. 

• The advantage is being taken from the high latent heat of vaporization of 

water by allowing it to evaporate in the cylinder jackets. This system is 

used for cooling of many types of industrial engines. 

• In this, water is circulated by pump A and when delivered to the 

overhead tank B, a part of it boils out. The tank has partition C. The 

condensate from radiator tubes D flows to the lower tank E. the water 

from E is pumped back to tank B by small pump F. 

• Condensation of vapours occur in heat exchanger C, cooled by secondary 

water circuit. 



Fig. Evaporative cooling with air and water cooled condenser  



Air cooling system 

Air cooled engines depend on airflow across their external surfaces of the 

engine cylinders to remove the necessary heat. The amount of heat 

dissipated depends upon: 

– The area of cooling surface in contact with the air. 

– Mass flow rate of air. 

– Temperature difference between cylinder and air and 

– Conductivity of metal. 

 



Advantages of liquid cooled system 



limitations 



Advantages of air cooled system 



Limitations  



Study of sprayers



Functions of Sprayers

• To atomize the spray fluid into small droplets of a suspension, 
solution or emulsions.

• Applying the chemical with sufficient pressure for reaching the 
plants.

• Produce a steady stream of spray material in of desired droplet 
size.



Theory of Atomization

• Atomization refers to the process of breaking up bulk liquids into 
droplets. 

• Common home atomizers include shower heads, perfume sprays, 
garden hoses, and deodorant or hair sprays. 

• A spray is a collection of moving droplets that usually are the 
result of atomization.

• The atomization of liquid is dependent upon surface tension, 
viscosity and density of fluid.

• Surface tension tends to stabilize a fluid, preventing its breakup 
into smaller droplets. 

• Viscosity causes the fluid to resist agitation, tending to prevent its 
breakup and leading to a larger average droplet size. 

• Density causes a fluid to resist acceleration. 



Fig. Basic components of hydraulic sprayer with
 mechanical agitation system



•



Tank

• Tank capacity should be enough for 15-29 minutes continuous 
application (manual operated) and to cover 1 ha field crop (tractor 
operated).

• Tank capacity generally kept 5-15% higher than required. 
• 15 l (knapsack sprayers).
• 400-2500 l (for power operated sprayers)
• Must be corrosion resistant, easy to fill, clean.
• Provided bottom drain.
• Material for construction- Fiber glass, galvanized steel, stainless 

steel, polyethylene plastic.



• According to droplet size:
1. Less than 50 microns (Mist/aerosols)- 
rotary atomizer, thermal fogger, aerosol generator
2. 50-100 microns (fine droplets)-

Gaseous (mist blowers), centrifugal energy sprayer (ULV 
sprayers)

3. 100-150 microns (medium droplets)- 
Gaseous/ rotary atomizer, duster
4. Greater than 200 microns (large droplets)-
Hydraulic energy sprayer



According to Type of Pump used in Hydraulic System

• Positive displacement pump:
Plunger
Gear 
Vane 

• Non-positive pumps:
Diaphragm 
Impeller
Roller
Centrifugal



Different Type of Sprayers



Lever Operated Knapsack Sprayer

•



•



Fig. Lever Operated Knapsack Sprayer



Details of lever operated knapsack sprayer



Foot Sprayers

• Popular in chemical spraying in orchard crops by small and 
medium farmers.

• Discharge capacity- 1200 ml/min.
• Develop pressure of 17-21 bar.
• When the pump is operated by foot pedal, it draws fluid through 

suction hose and then pass it to delivery hose.
• Discharge rate is 110-135 l/h and coverage is 1 ha/day.





Specifications of Foot Sprayers



Rocker Sprayer

• Used for fruit trees in orchard, flower gardens, cotton etc.
• It consist of a piston type pump, a platform with fork, a 

lever to operate the pump, pressure chamber, suction hose 
with strainer, delivery hose, spray gun, control knob and 
nozzle.

• Pressure developed- 14-18 bar.
• Discharge rate is 70-90 l/h and coverage of about 1.5 

ha/day.





Fig. Constructional Details of Rocker Sprayer



Air Blast Sprayers

• Air blast sprayers may be knapsack type, power tiller operated or 
tractor mounted.

• It consist of a fan that is capable of producing high volume, high 
speed low pressure air flow, into which liquid is dispensed.

• Knapsack powered mist blowers are very popular due to their 
capability of spraying even underneath the leaves.

• They are equipped with high pressure pumps (1.5-3 MPa) or high 
velocity (in low pressure pumps) to produce fine droplets.

• Much suited for orchard spraying due to their capability of 
throwing chemical deep into canopy and achieve sufficient height.



Electrostatic sprayer 

• The basic principle is that the like charges repel and opposite 
charges attract. (Coulomb's Law )

• As the chemical mix leaves the nozzle, it is exposed to a negative 
charge. 

• These charged droplets are then attracted to the positively charged 
leaf surface.



Advantages of Electrostatic Spraying

• Electrostatic force field is used in the design and development of 
an air-assisted electrostatic nozzle for agricultural applications.

• This is to increase the mass transfer efficiency & pesticides 
bio-efficacy.

•  It provides an uniform deposition onto the directly exposed, 
obscured surface of the crops.

• It reduces the drift of active ingredients of pesticides from the 
target microorganisms. 

• This nozzle is light weight, highly efficient, reduces pesticide use 
and human health risks, and eco-friendly. 

• It is basically for reducing the pesticides and environmental 
pollution with increased efficiency and bio-efficacy. 



•



Technical Specifications of an Electrostatic Sprayer 

•



Dusters 
•

Components Materials 
Hopper Brass, galvanized steel sheet, aluminum alloy, 

plastic
Gear box CI, MS, aluminum alloy, gal. steel sheet
Gear CI, bronze, steel, nylon, gun metal, aluminum 

alloy
Agitator. Crankshaft, 
crank

MS, brass, aluminum alloy, plastic

Fan impeller, casing
Dust deflector 

Gal. steel, MS, aluminum alloy, plastic



• The powder carried on by the air stream reaches the nozzle of the 
tube and is ejected toward the plants.

• The simplest dusters are manual sprayers actuated with bellows or 
small hand-operated fans. 

• Fans employed in dusters are radial flow fans with a high specific 
speed. (2000-2500 rpm).

• Small dusters is about 0.7 hp and in standard tractor-drawn dusters 
approximately 3.5-6 hp.

• To avoid fowling of the blower, systems embodying mixing 
chambers are also used. 



Fig. Constructional Design of Duster 
1-hopper cover; 2-hopper; 3-feeder; 4-fan, 5-duster nozzle, 6-air conduit, 

7 -mixing chamber. 



Type of Duster
Plunger type-
• It is a simple duster with small plunger.
• The piston drives a current of air over the dust in hopper.
• The dust carried away through a delivery spout.
• Suitable for small vegetable garden.

2. Knapsack type-
• Powder container carried on the back of operator.
• Current of air is blown through hopper to pick up the dust.
• Air current produced by lever operated leather bellows.
• For marginal farm holdings.



3. Rotary dusters-
• It consist of a hopper, fan, gear box, handle, delivery hose and 

deflector plate.
• Fan rotates and draws air from atmosphere with rotation of 

handle.
• It is used to apply powder chemicals to vegetable, sorghum etc.

4. Power operated dusters-
• It consist of power driven fan, hopper and delivery spout.
• Direction of dust can be regulated by movable spout.
• Suitable for large farm holding.

5. Arial dusters-
• Ultra low volume applicators.
• For large farm holdings.
• Dusting rate- 70 gm/ha.



Material of construction for different components of sprayers
Components Materials 

Pressure chamber, piston rod, valve seat, 
suction and delivery spout, spreader

Brass

Strainer body Brass, aluminum alloy, engineering 
plastic

Frame, pedal lever Steel

Piston Chrome tanned lather, PVC

Pedal Cast iron, steel, cast aluminum alloy

Gasket Synthetic rubber, PVC, lather, fiber

Valve Brass, stainless steel

Lance Brass, plastic

Nozzle disc, tip, swirl core Brass, stainless steel

Spray gun barrel, connecting rod Brass 

Operating knob Brass, engineering plastic





Kinematics of Mechanisms used in 
Cutter Bar and Reel of 

Combine Harvester





Fig. Cutter Bar and Reel of Combine Harvester



Fig. Combine Harvester



Cutter bar and Reel

• The main function of reel is to subdivide and guide the

straight or lodged crop to the cutter bar.

• The function of cutter bar is to cut the crop stems by

scissor action between ledger plate and knife section.

• The reel has rotary motion along with translatary motion

in forward direction, so any point/locus on it’s periphery

follows a cycloidal curve.

• The cutterbar is reciprocating while machine is moving in

forward direction. So, any locus on knife section will

follow S-curve.

To have reciprocating motion of knife, rotational motion

of driving shaft is converted into reciprocating motion.



Different Mechanism to convert Rotary Motion to 

Linear Motion
Name of Mechanism Application in Farm Machinery

Slider and crank mechanism IC Engine

Slotted lever quick return motion 

mechanism

Shaper

Eccentric drive mechanism Thresher (for sieve oscillation)

Cam and follower mechanism Inlet and outlet valve timing 

Rack and pinion mechanism Steering mechanism of tractor



Components of Cutter bar

Component Description Photograph 

Knife Bar Mild steel (0.35% C) bar

of rectangular cross-

section.

It is made to move back

and fourth with the help

of crank.

Knife sections are riveted

to it.

Knife Section Triangular shaped made

of high carbon steel (0.7-

0.95% C)

Its function is to cut crop

with both cutting edges

while reciprocating.



Component Description Photograph 

Knife Guard Protects knife sections from

damage.

Knife sections must stop at it’s

center after each stroke.

Divide crop stalks for easy

cutting.

Made of cast iron, cast steel or

forged steel.

Ledger Plate Hard metal plate over which knife

section move.

Provide scissor like action.

Clearance from knife section kept

0.5-1 mm



Component Description

Knife Clip Provided to hold the knife section, along with

knife bar.

Hold the cutter bar against the lifting pressure

at the time of cutting.

Shoe Provided at the both ends to regulate height of

cut.



Adjustment of a cutter bar

Complete adjustment of cutter bar includes the following:

1. Adjusting the knife

i. Register

ii. Wear plates

iii. Hold-down clips

2. Adjusting the guards

3. Adjusting the cutter bar lead

4. Adjusting the cutter bar tilt



Fig. Adjustment of knife register



• Adjusting the knife register:

For knife to run smoothly in the cutter bar.

It is an important parameter for smooth cutting and 
minimum draft.

The knife is in register if at the end of each stroke the 
knife section are at equal distance from the center line of 
the guards.

It is done by moving entire cutter bar w.r.t. crankshaft.

• Adjusting wear plates

Wear plates act as a guide for knife back to maintain the 
shearing action between ledger plate and the knife.

Wear plates are moved forward as the wear occurs.

Slotted holes are provided in plates for this adjustment.

These are replaced when worn the half thickness of plate.



• Adjusting hold down clips

Knife hold down clips hold the knife close to ledger 

plate.

Too loose hold down clips results in ragged cutting, 

chocking and too tight holding results in  knife bind.

A slightly tilted knife section will provide minimum 

clearance between ledger plate and knife section.

It ensures positive cutting action and reduces draft.

• Adjusting the guards:

Sharping the guard point with file.

Guard can be raised by bending it up with a hammer.



Fig. Setting the guard downward and upward



• Adjusting the lead:

For properly aligned cutter bar the knife bar, outer shoe and 
pitman should run in a straight line.

For offset mounted cutter bar, outer end is kept a little ahead 
of inner end.

Lead of about 2º or 2cm/m is provided.

• Adjusting operating height:

The adjustable runners on the shoes.

Relocated the bolts into desired holes to adjust cutter bar 
height.

• Adjusting the cutter bar tilt:

The angle of cutter bar relative to the horizontal ground 
surface.

The tilt angle usually kept between 8-10º upward or 
downward.



Mechanisms of Cutter Bar

Eccentric crank-conrod-slider mechanism

The direction of motion of slider eccentrically shifted (=𝑒𝑠)

Assumptions:

The crank rotates with a uniform angular speed.

The unique dof θ is measured from the conrod position

corresponding to ODC of the mechanism.

The cutter bar connected to slider joint and moves along 𝑦𝐵
direction.

Both crank and conrod are considered infinitely rigid bodies.



Eccentric crank-connecting rod-slider mechanism



Crank conrod rocker mechanism

• The rocker is there to satisfy geometry related 

requirements of mechanism.

• The overall functional reliability of this mechanism is 

lower than that of crank conrod slider mechanism.



Wobble mechanism

• A diagonal plate coupled to a rotary motion axis driving a 

wobble carrier.

• The wobble carrier contains reciprocating drive shoes.

• The wobble mechanism constitute following parts:

A crankshaft with bent axis crank and element to oscillate 

pivot.(pivot axis is perpendicular to the axis of yoke 

shaft)

The sickle yoke shaft.

The output shaft is an integral part of yoke shaft.



• The axis of main drive shaft, the yoke axis and vertical 

axis of oscillation intersect at a common point.

• As main shaft rotates, the component of angled throw 

motion in vertical plane is absorbed by yoke.

• Its motion in horizontal plane oscillates the fork.

• Dynamically balanced.

• The speed and maximum attainable acceleration of cutter 

bar driven by wobble mechanism is lower at the middle of 

stroke as compared to crank-conrod mechanism.

• The corresponding speed is proportional to angle ∝.
(∝=15-30º)



Fig. Kinematics of Wobble Mechanism



Mechanism used in reels

• Three mechanisms namely planetary gear control, cam 

control and eccentric spider control can be employed.

• Only cam and eccentric spider control mechanism 

provides parallel reel teeth position during rotation of 

reel.

• The eccentric spider is simpler and less expensive so it 

completely replaced planetary gear control.

• In eccentric spider mechanism, the tooth pitch can be 

changed by adjusting the center of bearing control plate.



Fig. Eccentric Spider Control Mechanism



• As reel rotates it carries idler spider with it through crank 

arm.

• It will in turn rock the tooth bars to keep tooth in 

predetermined path.

• The bracket is provided with ear members with vertically 

adjustable slotted openings on reel shaft.

• And thereby permit change in tooth angle and traced 

trajectory.



Thank You 
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